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The objective of this study is the development and

verification of an analytical solution for an unsteady

flow field partially occupied by a permeable structure.

Flow is induced by a small amplitude incident wave

train and the permeable structure may contain multi-

layered anisotropic but homogeneous material. The ana-

lytical solution developed for this project is based

upon Lee's (1987) theory for a two-dimensional perme-

able structure with arbitrary geometry, which was ap-

plied to a seawall with toe protection and validated

with large scale experiments. In the present study,

the analytical solution is modified for application to

a rubble mound breakwater structure.

The existence of both waves and permeable media in

the flow domain suggests that nonlinear losses within

the structure and at the boundaries between different

media are a significant problem. The random arrange-



ment of the permeable media also precludes a precise

description of the rigid boundaries of the flow inside

structures. In view of these limitations and uncer-

tainties, a solution to the problem is sought by treat-

ing the media as a locally homogeneous medium and by

combining analytically precise deterministic forms of

the equation of motion.

Resistance forces in the permeable structure are

modeled as inertia forces and form drag. Form drag is

empirically nonlinear and is replaced by a linear drag

term utilizing Lorentz's condition of equivalent work.

Periodic non-convective motions can then be shown to be

irrotational, ensuring the definition of a single-

valued velocity potential. In turn, the velocity po-

tential satisfies a partial differential equation which

reduces to the Laplace equation when the media are

isotropic.

A rubble mound breakwater usually contains in-

clined boundaries that make it mathematically unattrac-

tive. This difficulty can be overcome by partitioning

the entire flow domain into a group of rectangular sub-

domains. An eigen-series representation of a damped

wave propagating in each subdomain is then solved from

the imposed boundary value problem, using a variable

separation technique. The kinematic and dynamic bound-

ary conditions on the boundary between any two adjacent



subdomains and on the free surface are matched, while

the kinematic boundary condition on any impermeable

boundary is also satisfied. The solution in the subdo

main with an open boundary at infinity satisfies Som-

merfeld's (1949) radiation boundary condition.

Solutions are expressed theoretically in terms of

infinite series, with only a finite number of modal

waves considered in actual computations. A Fortran

program has been developed to facilitate these computa-

tions.
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WAVE INTERACTION WITH RUBBLE MOUND STRUCTURES

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 General Description

The use of porous media for coastal structures is

a very common engineering procedure because of the ease

of procurement of this material and low construction

costs. For this reason, such permeable structures as

rubble mound breakwaters have been designed and con-

structed to protect exposed coastal areas from wave at-

tack. Waves infrequently exert tremendous energy and

cause severe damage to various aspects of the environ-

ment. In permeable structures, part of the incident

wave energy is dissipated throughout the structure as

it is transmitted through, or it is reflected from the

structure.

The distribution of dissipated wave energy is

greatly affected by wave conditions, such as the wave

period, the wave height, and the water depth, and by

the physical properties of the structural material.

The principal physical properties include the geometry,

permeability, porosity, and size distribution of the

media components. The degree of wave reflection and/or

transmission, as well as wave runup and rundown, are
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also factors which influence the stability of a struc-

ture under wave attack in a given depth of water.

At present, a complete understanding of-the flow

pattern of the wave structure interaction problem does

not exist, resulting in the persistence of engineering

uncertainties. Only relatively simple structural geo-

metries can be solved analytically and most numerical

methods have been developed for specific structures.

As a result, coastal engineers rely mainly on empirical

design methods, which in many cases have proved inade-

quate, resulting in overdesigned, uneconomical struc-

tures or underdesigned, unsafe structures.

In developing the equation of motion, nonlineari-

ties at the free surface and at the boundaries between

different media are major barriers to a solution. Tur-

bulence in flow fields with high Reynolds numbers is an

additional difficulty and the random arrangement of the

porous media is also a significant problem. In view of

these difficulties and the associated uncertainties

they generate, a solution to the problem is proposed by

reference to approximate forms of the basic fluid dy-

namic equation of motion.

Although many real permeable structures cannot be

considered either homogeneous or isotropic, in this

study materials are assumed to be locally homogeneous

but anisotropic. Porous structures are usually homo-
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geneous throughout an entire layer. Outer layers are

usually built of larger sizes of stone, while inner

layers are composed of small-sized quarry materials and

sand. Consequently, the principal object of this study

is to develop an analytical solution for the flow field

of a permeable structure containing multi-layered ani-

sotropic but homogeneous media. Figure 1.1 indicates a

typical cross section of the type of breakwater under

study.

1.2 Review of Previous Research

For permeable structures, structural stability,

wave reflection and/or transmission, wave runup and

rundown, and overtopping are the major concerns. Wave

runup and rundown on permeable structures have not been

solved analytically, but are usually studied through

the application of physical model tests. The overtop-

ping process is also less well defined. Whether or not

overtopping will occur is dependent upon the height of

the structural crest relative to the height of the wave

runup, which in turn is dependent upon structural shape

and roughness, the water depth at the structural toe,

the bottom slope in front of the structure, and inci-

dent wave characteristics. Because of the large number

of variables involved, a complete description of the

wave runup phenomenon is not available in terms of the



Figure 1.1 Example permeable structure with an impermeable subcore.

.0.
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range of possibilities of geometric variables and wave

conditions. Numerous laboratory investigations have

been conducted, but for the most part for runup on

smooth, impermeable slopes (Le Mehaute, 1963; Miller,

1968; U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1984).

For permeable structures, the weight of the armor

units is frequently used to quantify structural stabil-

ity. This weight is usually determined by application

of empirical equations, such as the well-known and rel-

atively simple Hudson's formula. However, in the last

few decades a number of shortcomings have been encoun-

tered in the application of this formula. It does not

include the influence of the wave period, nor any data

on the incidence of random waves.

In response to these deficiencies, Thompson and

Shutter (1975) undertook an extensive investigation on

the stability of rubble mound slopes subjected to ran-

dom waves. In addition, new formulas have been pro-

vided to obviate some of the shortcoming in the deter-

mination of the weight of armor units. For example,

Pilarczyk and van der Meer (1984) have proposed a prac-

tical design based on more than 200 tests of a rubble

mound slope under random wave attack. Their conclusion

was that stability can be determined by the significant

wave height, the wave period, the slope angle, and the

permeability of the core material. Moreover, they de-
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termined that the grading of the armor, the spectrum

shape, and the pattern of wave grouping had no effect

on structural stability.

Physical model tests have been performed fre-

quently to determine the stability of the armor units.

In the set-up of permeable structure tests in labora-

tory flumes, the conventional practice is to geometri-

cally scale the armor units, the filter layer units,

and the core material according to the Froude scale

criteria for the simulation of gravitational forces.

However, some properties, particularly the viscous ef-

fects in the region of energy dissipation, should be

scaled via the Reynolds scaling law, otherwise the sim-

ulation of viscous forces is violated. This may result

in improper water flow distribution through the model

structure (Timco, Mansard, & Ploeg, 1984). In addi-

tion, when large and small scale model tests have been

compared, the scale effects have revealed that the rel-

ative increase in drag forces at lower Reynolds numbers

have resulted in decreased stability and runup in the

small scale models (Sollitt & Debok, 1976).

The stability of permeable structures may be simu-

lated by the application of simplified mathematical

models. In 1985, Kobayashi and Jacobs developed a

mathematical model for the prediction of flow charac-

teristics in the downrush of regular waves and critical
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conditions for the initiation of armor unit movement on

the slopes of coastal structures. Their analysis of

the water motion on the slope was based on the standing

wave solution of the finite amplitude shallow water

equation and neglected the effects of permeability,

bottom friction, and water depth. Since the effects of

permeability and wave overtopping were not considered,

this model is more applicable to riprap revetments than

to permeable structures.

Numerical modeling is an alternative approach to

the problem of the stability of permeable structures.

Hannoura and McCorquodale (1985) developed a mixed nu-

merical model to simulate wave motion in rubble mound

structures. This model combined finite difference and

finite element methods to solve two-dimensional flow

fields within the structure. It has been applied to

the Sines breakwater in Portugal, which recently

failed, to check the dynamic stability of a seaward

slope under severe wave attack, and has been compared

to experimental results. The results have shown that

the predicted values for the internal water surface are

found to be in fair agreement with physical model mea-

surements, as well as lower safety factors than tradi-

tional methods of analysis.

Wave reflection and transmission is another major

concern with respect to permeable structures. In 1972,
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Sollitt and Cross derived a theory, which included the

virtual drag and viscosity caused by friction in the

energy dissipation region, for the prediction of ocean

wave reflection and transmission at the rectangular

cross section of permeable breakwaters and compared it

with experimental results. The theory was used for the

formulation of an approximate solution for conventional

rubble mound breakwater design in terms of an equiva-

lent rectangular breakwater, with additional considera-

tion for wave breaking. Their results showed that the

transmission coefficient decreased with decreasing wave

length, breakwater porosity, and permeability and in-

creasing wave height and breakwater width, while the

reflection coefficient decreased with decreasing break-

water width and wave length and increasing porosity and

permeability. In general, this theory was best corre-

lated with experimental results when the incident wave

height exceeded the particle diameter of the medium.

Although the breaking wave calculations were not solved

completely, the effort was significant insofar as it is

useful for the prediction of wave reflection and trans-

mission coefficients and can be applied to actual de-

signs.

In 1976, Sollitt and Debok measured the reflection

coefficient through large scale model tests in conjunc-

tion with structural stability and wave runup and run-
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down correlations. These results showed that the re-

flection coefficient increased with decreasing water

depth and wave steepness and with increasing wave pe-

riod and model size. It was concluded that this occurs

because surface drag is a nonconservative force which

increases with the square of local velocities. In ad-

dition, wave particle velocities increased with in-

creased wave steepness and reduced wave period. These

changes induced higher drag forces, more energy dissi-

pation and therefore consumed the energy available for

the generation of reflected waves. Consequently, a re-

duction in wave steepness or an increase in wave period

causes a reduction in local velocities and energy dis-

sipation, thereby increasing wave reflections.

Recently, Liu et al. (1986) have developed an ana-

lytical model for the solution of flow fields inside

and outside a crib-type breakwater. However, energy

dissipation in the permeable structure was modeled by

the mild-slope equation, describing the propagation of

a linear periodic wave train, with damping as used by

Booij (Liu et al., 1986). In this equation, the rate

of energy dissipation is equal to the divergence of

wave power. This model has been developed numerically

for the solution of three-dimensional problems (Lee,

1987).
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1.3 Scope of the Study

The scope of this study encompasses the develop-

ment and verification of an analytical solution for an

unsteady flow field partially occupied by a permeable

structure. Flow is induced by a small amplitude inci-

dent wave train. The permeable structure may contain

multi-layered anisotropic but homogeneous material.

The existence of both waves and permeable media in

the flow domain suggests that nonlinear losses within

the structure and at the boundaries between different

media are a significant problem. The random arrange-

ment of the permeable media also precludes a precise

description of the rigid boundaries of the flow inside

structures. In view of these limitations and uncer-

tainties, a solution to the problem is sought by treat-

ing the media as a locally homogeneous medium and by

combining analytically precise deterministic forms of

the equation of motion.

A rubble mound breakwater usually contains in-

clined boundaries that make it mathematically unattrac-

tive. This difficulty can be overcome by partitioning

the entire flow domain into a group of rectangular sub-

domains. An eigen-series representation of a damped

wave propagating in each subdomain is then solved from

the imposed boundary value problem, using a variable
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separation technique. The kinematic and dynamic bound-

ary conditions on the boundary between any two adjacent

subdomains and on the free surface are matched, while

the kinematic boundary condition on any impermeable

boundary is also satisfied. The solution in the subdo-

main with an open boundary at infinity satisfies Som-

merfeld's (1949) radiation boundary condition.

Solutions are expressed theoretically in terms of

infinite series, with only a finite number of modal

waves considered in actual computations. A Fortran

program has been developed to facilitate these computa-

tions.
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2. DEVELOPMENT OF THE THEORY

2.1 Introduction

Consider a flow field within a multi-layered

anisotropic but homogeneous permeable structure subject

to the action of a small amplitude incident wave train

in constant water depth. Based upon the assumption

that fluid is incompressible, flows within the struc-

ture follow a modified form of the Navier-Stokes equa-

tion (Sollitt & Cross, 1972). In this equation, the

terms of resistance forces include an inertia force, a

skin friction drag force, and a nonlinear form drag

force. Utilizing Lorentz's condition of equivalent

work, which stipulates that energy dissipation is the

same in both linear drag and nonlinear form drag during

one wave period, nonlinear form drag can be replaced by

linear drag.

For a periodic wave motion, a modified flow field

through porous media can be shown to be irrotational.

As a result, a scalar velocity potential exists and

satisfies a linear partial differential equation. The

unknown coefficients of velocity potential can then be

determined with appropriate boundary conditions. Once

the velocity potential is determined, the velocity com-

ponent in each direction can be resolved from gradients
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of the velocity potential and the pressure field can

also be solved by the Bernoulli equation.

2.2 Equation of Motion

Given the conditions stated in Sec. 2.1, the equa-

tion of flow motion (Sollitt & Cross, 1972) can be

written as

duj
. -1 _2_ (p + pgz)

dt p axj

+ (resistance forces/unit mass) (1)

in the xj direction, where j=1,2 in the two-dimensional

flow field, p is water density, g is gravitational ac-

celeration, xl = x, x2 = z, u1 = u, and u2 = w, p is

the pressure, and d denotes total derivatives. The re-

sistance forces include: (1) skin friction drag in

laminar flow, (2) form drag in turbulent flow, and (3)

the virtual force due to the relative acceleration.

Empirically, skin friction drag is proportional to u

and the form drag is proportional to ului for large

porous media in steady flows (Ward, 1964). Thus, Eqn.

(1) becomes

duj a
3 . -- --- (p + pgz) - Pij uj - #2j ujiujI

dt p axj

duj

fl3j dt
(2)

where #kj, k=1,2,3 are proportional constants that can

be determined empirically. The nonlinear term in Eqn.
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(2) is unattractive mathematically. Therefore, a lin-

earization technique is suggested, in the form of

Lorentz's condition of equivalent work, which states

that energy dissipation is the same in both linear drag

and nonlinear drag for one wave period. A linear fric-

tion coefficient, fj, can then be defined as

I
t +T

to
(#1j uj

J

(3)

t0 is any time,

and V is the flow domain considered. Thus, Eqn. (2)

can be rewritten as

dui 1 a
(p + pgz) fj auj ,

dt p axe
(4)

where Sj .(1+#3j) is called the virtual mass coeffi-

cient. For a small flow motion of flow field, the con-

vective terms in Eqn. (4) can be neglected and it can

be reduced to

where

/ iV

a =

ito+T
(fjauj)uj dt dV

t0

+ 02j ujlujI)uj dt dV ,

27r/T, T is the wave period,

V

1 a
cr(fris.ouj (p + pgz) (5)

p ax;

for a periodic motion where uja exp(-iat), i = 1FT.

Eqn. (5) can also be rewritten as

auk* 1 a
= (p + pgz) (6)

with

at p axe

-
Ui Ui . (6a)
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Taking the curl of Eqns. (6) and (6a) gives

V x u = 0 (7)

a ...,

(V x u *) = 0 .

at
(7a)

From Eqns. (7) and (7a), respectively, the velocity is

shown to be irrotational and its vorticity is station-

ary or independent of time in the linear approximation.

Therefore, if the flow is initially irrotational it is

always irrotational. For an irrotational flow, there

exists a scalar-valued velocity potential, which can be

defined as

*Ui =
80

axj
(8)

and the combination of Eqns. (6a) and (8) gives

(

a5
uj - (9)

fj - isji axj

For the two-dimensional flow, the continuity equa-

tion of an incompressible fluid is given by

2 auj
= (10)

J=1 axj

Substituting Eqn. (9) into Eqn. (10) gives

2 820

E = o . (11)
J=1 f(j - is j) ax4j

Equation (11) can be considered as a governing equation

and can be reduced to Laplace's equation, that is



2 a20
2 ---7, = o ,

j=1 ax-j

with f = 0 and S = 1.0 for clear water.

16

(12)
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3. BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM

3.1 Introduction

The procedure for the solution of the boundary

value problem begins with a separation of variable

techniques in each subdomain. This reduces the second

order partial differential equation to two second order

ordinary differential equations for two independent

variables, with two coefficients from each solution for

each equation and a separation constant unknown. The

resulting five unknowns can be reduced to four unknowns

by the incorporation of-two unknown coefficients in the

z-dependent terms into the unknown coefficients of the

x-dependent terms. Thus, four equations from four

boundary conditions are required to determine the four

unknown coefficients.

For potential flow in clear water, (1) the re-

quirement for a dynamic boundary condition (DBC) is

that pressure is continuous across the boundary sepa-

rating two flow fields and (2) the requirement for a

kinematic boundary conditions (KBC) is that the veloc-

ity normal to the boundary is continuous across the

boundary.
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When flux is defined as the flow rate through a

surface, the KBC at a fixed boundary for the potential

flow in permeable media can be generalized as follows:

the flux normal to a boundary is continuous across the

boundary. Therefore, in permeable media the general-

ized KBC requires that the product of the porosity and

the velocity normal to a boundary are continuous across

the boundary and can be reduced to the original KBC

when the porosity becomes unity. With respect to a

fixed impermeable boundary, this ensures that no flow

penetrates the boundary and that the normal velocity

vanishes.

A permeable coastal structure usually has inclined

surfaces. This raises a mathematical difficulty since

the boundaries of the flow domain are not parallel.

For two-dimensional problems, a rectangular domain is a

Cartesian coordinate system in which every boundary of

the domain is parallel to one of the axes. This sug-

gests the application of a procedure to solve the prob-

lem of a flow domain with inclined boundaries by parti-

tioning the original flow domain into several rectangu-

lar subdomains, each composed of multiple layers within

the same column.

In theory, this approximation approaches perfec-

tion when the number of partitions approaches infinity.

The velocity potential can then be matched with both
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the KBC and DEC on the boundaries separating the rect-

angular subdomains. Figure 4.1 is a graphic summariza-

tion of this scheme.

In addition to satisfying the KBC and DBC, the in-

duced velocity potential in every subdomain must sat-

isfy the radiation boundary condition, a requirement of

which is that only outgoing progressive waves exist at

infinity (Sommerfeld, 1949).

The unknown coefficient of the z-dependent terms

in the bottom layer of any column is first determined

by application of the kinematic bottom boundary condi-

tion (BBC). The KBC and DBC on the upper boundary of

the layer are also the boundary conditions on the lower

boundary of the layer which is immediately above the

lowest layer. Solving the equations obtained by appli-

cation of the boundary conditions yields the unknown

coefficients of the z-dependent terms in the upper

layer in terms of those in the lower layer. With the

continuation of this procedure for the KBC and DBC on

the free surface in the column, the dispersion equation

for this column can be determined.

Solving the dispersion equation determines all of

the eigenvalues in the topmost layer of any of the col-

umns. The eigenvalues of the lowest layer can be de-

termined by requiring the continuity of horizontal flux
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at the end of the horizontal boundary between any two

consecutive layers (Lee, 1987).

By determination of the continuity of the horizon-

tal flux between any two consecutive layers, the eigen-

function (i.e., velocity potential) in any column can

be shown to be orthogonal over the interval from the

seafloor to the free surface. Integrating both the KBC

and the DBC on the vertical boundaries and applying or-

thogonality conditions for the eigenfunction, the un-

known coefficients of the x-dependent terms can be ex-

pressed in terms of the coefficients in the adjacent

columns.

3.2 Separation of Variables Technique

3.2.1 Determination of the Unknown Coefficients of

the z-Dependent Terms

In a typical subdomain shown in Figure 3.1, there

is a velocity potential which may be defined by Eqn.

(11),

with

and

2a _emx

n 2
J2mx

n 2
.emz

(920.011 a2.emz
(13)

(13a)

(13b)

f.Qmx iS.Cmx

f..Qmz iS.emz
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for the layer m(1 < m < M) in the column R(1 < .Q < I).

In general, S and f are defined by Eqns. (3) and (4).

The velocity potential satisfies both kinematic

and dynamic boundary conditions on the free surface and

the boundary separating the two consecutive layers.

Figures 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 represent the mathematical

expressions for the KBC and the DBC (Lee, 1987). In

these figures, EjAnz represents porosity in the z-

direction and Z.071 is the elevation of the lower bound-

ary of the layer m in the column 12 measured from the

seabed. The coordinates of the center line in the col-

umn .R is denoted by X.2 and 2AX.e is the width of the

column. However, for .12. = 1, X1 = X2 - AX2, AX1 = 0.

In addition, the graphical interpretations for KBC are

shown in Figures 3.5(a) and 3.5(b). Note that mass

flux is always continuous, while velocities in each

direction are not necessarily continuous at the bound-

aries between two consecutive subdomains. If the poro-

sities are identical in each domain, the velocities are

also continous at the boundaries.

The linearity of the governing equations and the

boundary conditions suggests application of a separa-

tion variable technique, thereby obtaining a solution

in the form

0.emn(x,z,t) =
x.emn(x) zeriln(z) e-iat (14)
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Z=0

Z=-h

NWXNN/fXN\44X\WKNWWW./"K\N/7KNN/X = XI + = X(x+1) - AX(214)

Figure 3.3 Boundary conditions on vertical
permeable boundaries.
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X = XR + AXR

Figure 3.4 Boundary conditions on an impermeable
vertical boundary.
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Figure 3.5 Graphical interpretation of KBC
at (a) vertical boundaries and (b) hori-
zontal boundaries. Solid line indicates
mass flux and dashed line indicates ve-

locity distribution.
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for a periodic motion, where the subscript, n, indi-

cates the wave mode, explained in further detail below.

Substituting Eqn. (14) into Eqn. (13),

2 711 (z)

"Ain(x)
K2.Pmn (15)

X.emn (x)

is obtained, where K.errin is the separation constant.

Equation (15) also can be expressed as

x..emn(x) - K2.emn x.emn(x)
= 0 (16a)

and

2

Z..emn(z) + (22ME Kftn) Zklin(z) = 0 . (16b)
aftz

The general solution of Eqn. (16) can be written, re-

spectively, as

Kn(x-x12)
Xftn(x) = Aftn e

ft

+ Benin e
-KAIn(x-x.2)

(17a)

and

ZAIn(z) = CAIncos Rjann(z)

+ iDkrInsin RAIn(z)

where

R
(

ftftn (z) = (z + h z.0/1) Kn
aftx

a.emz)

(17b)

(18)

for Kftn * 0.

In the above equations, Aftn, kemn, C.emn, DAin

and Kftn are the unknowns to be determined by the ap-

plication of appropriate boundary conditions. By

matching the KBC and DBC on the boundary between two
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consecutive layers, C.emn can be incorporated into A.emn

and Bxmn. This results in the solution of

Zxmn(z) = cosR.kinn( z) + i0.01Insin 11.emn(z) , (19)

with

(E.Q(m+1)z a,C(m+1)z a.R(m+1)x K.e(m+l)n
c/X

)
mn- TeTri;

E_emz aiftz ajanx K.Emn

( i tanAz_emn + 0.2(m+1 )n
(19a)

1 + iOfi,(m4.1)n tanAz.emn

and

Az.errin = R.e(m+i)n(-h + zft) . (19b)

The top layer of each column is the free surface. Sub-

stituting Eqns. (14), (17) and (19) into the free sur-

face kinematic and dynamic boundary conditions yields

the dispersion equation,

a 2 i tanAz.pon + Qi2ln
= -i anz aXlx Kin , (20)

g 1 + iOnn tanAznn

where

and
z.20n = R121n (-h + z..00) = 11121n(°)

z.vo = h .

(20a)

(20b)

In general, the dispersion equation, Eqn. (20),

can be expected to yield infinite solutions to the

eigenvalues. Therefore, the subscript n is added to

all the functions and quantities related to the wave of

mode n. For each wave mode, there is a velocity poten-

tial (i.e., eigenfunction) which corresponds to one of

the eigenvalues.
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As shown in Eqn. (19a), 00.n is expressed in terms

of 0.22n, 0.0n in terms of Qnn,..., Q.Qmn in terms of

Q.e(m+l)n, etc. Furthermore, 0..emn contain the unknown

eigenvalues K_emn and K.2(m+1)n Thus, Eqn. (20) in-

volves N unknowns for 1 < m < N. Therefore, another

(N_1) equation is required to complement the disper-

sion equation in order to determine the N eigenvalues.

Note that for a flow field with no permeable me-

dia, the dispersion equation reduces to

u2/g = -Knntan(Knnh) (21)

by consideration of all possible wave modes, where

K.ell = -ik.V11 (21a)

with

and

11.211 > 0

K.Pln = k./21n

Note that a third subscript n has been added to account

for all of the wave modes. The fluid particle velocity

can then be defined as

and

2uf2m(x,z,t) = n.... Aix ----
ax

w.011(x,z,t) = a2.emz ----
az(

The product of Eqns. (22a) and (22b) with the appropri-

ate porosity provides the KBC of the volume flux

(22a)

(22b)



presented in Figures 3.2 through 3.4. The Bernoulli

equation is then given by

84).2m Pl2m
- + --- + gz = 0 .

at p

30

(23)

Note that the upper case 1)AI is the summation of 0.2m,

that is

okEm(x,z,t) = ncil 0.emn(x,z,t) (24)

Also note that the first term in Eqn. (23) is the dy-

namic pressure component, utilized in the DBC in Fig-

ures 3.2 and 3.3.

A detailed discussion of the dispersion equation

given by Eqn.(20) is useful at this point. Consider a

column with only a single layer, the boundaries of

which are an impermeable seabed and a free surface. In

this case, ()inn from Eqn. (20) can be shown to be zero

and the eigenvalues Knn from Eqn. (21) can be solved

directly. Recall that Eqn. (20) can be reduced to Eqn.

(21) with ()nil = CUM.en = O.

On the other hand, for a column with multiple lay-

ers, OAln can be determined by the boundary condition

of the lower boundary expressed in terms of 012(m+i)n.

This procedure is identical to that for the column with

only one layer. However, as indicated in Eqn. (20),

KAIn cannot be solved by the application of boundary

conditions on the adjacent boundary of the layer. To

determine K.emn, solution of an additional equation is



Combining Eqns. (25) and (26b) gives

E.pmx a2mx K2mn

= ER(m-1)n a2R(m-1)x K2(m-1)n

32

(27)

The relationship given in Eqn. (27) does exist for any

two consecutive layers. It follows that Eqn. (27), in

conjunction with the dispersion equation given by Eqn.

(20), can be used to determine the eigenvalues of each

wave mode in any column with multiple layers.

3.2.2 Determination of the Unknown Coefficients of

the x-Dependent Terms

In a manner similar to solving for the unknown co-

efficients of the z-dependent terms by matching the

boundary conditions on the horizontal boundaries at a

specific z, the unknown coefficients of the x-dependent

term can be determined by matching the boundary condi-

tions on the vertical boundaries at a specific x.

In addition, in order to complete the analytical

solution given in Eqns. (16) and (17), physical con-

straints must be imposed. As shown in Figure 3.2, the

subdomain containing incident waves has an open bound-

ary at infinity. Therefore, the radiation boundary

condition is employed to account for this requirement.

Physically, the radiation boundary condition requires

that only outgoing progressive waves exist at infinity.

In the subdomain containing the incident wave

train, the total velocity potential can be written as

blackp
Text Box
p.31 missing. Author unavailable to supply.
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the sum of the incident and reflected velocity poten-

tial components:

1)./21(x,z,t) = Oi(x,z,t) + A 0.21n(x.z,t) - (28)

For an incident wave profile given by

nI(x,t) = AIei
(k.Q11 x-ut)

(29)

where AI is the incident wave amplitude, the corre-

sponding velocity potential can be expressed by

Oi(x,z,t) = B1211
e-KI211 (x-x.e)

Z.211(z) e-i°1 (30)

where

Bx11 =
Aiig 1

Cr COSh(kX1111)
e ik.211x12 (30a)

For induced reflected waves, the corresponding ve-

locity potential can be written as

-i[kj2in(x-x_e) + Qt]
&Qln = A.Eln e Z/ln(z) (31)

after applying Eqns. (17a) and (21c) to Eqn. (14) and

considering the radiation boundary condition. The to-

tal velocity potential, Eqn. (28), can then be rewrit-

ten as in Eqn. (17), but with the known B.(211 given by

Eqn. (30a) and the unknown Akin can be determined by

matching the boundary conditions.

As shown in Eqn. (27), the eigenvalues of differ-

ent layers within the same column are related to each

other, mode by mode. This implies that the unknown

coefficients of the x-dependent term in one layer can

be solved in terms of those in any other layer within



and

Kemn
-1

]

+ B. (21n le

L.ln

1 sinh( Ax.eln)
1- (K.QmnB.emn (II.emn) A[.eln w2 sinh(Ax.ftn)

"..Cln

+ B.Q1n 7
Ki2mn ) ]
7-- +1Lln

where

9

IInn = 1

and, for 2 < m < M,

(m-1)
II.emn =

jII 1
z.R(i+on(-h + z.ei)

=

35

(37a)

(37b)

(38a)

(38b)

where II represents the product of the subscripted func-

tion.

By employing Eqns. (38a) and (38b), Eqns. (32) and

(33) can then be rewritten, respectively, as

E..emx a2.Cmx [X1.12mn(x.e + Ax.12) XI.Qmn(xJ2 Ax. 0]

= (II.emn)-1 E.Q1x a2.21x [Xinn(x.e + Ax.2)

X1121n(x12 Ax.0] (39)

and

X.Rmn(x./2 ± Ax.2) = )-(II..(2-mn- 1 X.eln(X.e ± AX12) . (40)

3.3 Orthogonality

As noted in the previous section, the unknown co-

efficients, A.Emn and B.emn, in the layer m of any col-

umn .e with multiple layers, can be expressed in terms

of the coefficients in any other layer of the same

blackp
Text Box
p.34 missing. Author unavailable to supply.
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column. This reduces the number of unknown coeffici-

ents for each wave mode to two in any single column,

with the exception of the region of incident waves, in

which the coefficient can be solved by Eqn. (30a).

To solve for the unknown coefficients in each col-

umn, boundary conditions on the vertical boundaries of

column in question are imposed. In other words, for

any column bounded by two vertical boundaries, KBC and

DBC can be determined from the boundary conditions on

the vertical boundaries. However, these two boundary

conditions involve an infinite pair of unknown coeffi-

cients, Aihnn and Bjemn, corresponding to infinite wave

modes. This problem can be resolved if the eigenfunc-

tions in any column can be proved to be orthogonal.

The orthogonality condition can be used to provide two

equations from the two vertical boundaries for the two

unknown coefficients, A..emn and BAIn. Thus, the two

equations are constructed by performance of the follow-

ing procedures.

First, for the DBC:

(1) For each layer, multiply the DBC at x = x.12-

Ax.p by

(E.emz
----) X.Ema (x.2 Ax.e) Z.pma(z) .

(2) Integrate the result of (1) from the seafloor

to the top of each layer,



f_h+Z_e(m_i)
[(DBC at x = Ax.2) (1)] dz

j-h+Zem

(3) Sum the integration of the result of (2),

M

m 1
[(2)]m ,

=

for all layers in the column. This results in

M.(2

2
(E.Rmz

---) Xi2mn (x_e - Ax.(2) X.ema(x.,2 - AxR)
n=1 m=1 E.12mx

37

(41)

00 DICQ-1)
<zihnn(z)z..ema(z)>1=21 2 xce_1)mn(xf2 - Ax12)

n=1 m=1

(Zulm++11):) Ae(m+1)a(xj2
Ax.e)

<Z(C-1)mn(z)Z.2(m+1)a(z)> (1 5mIvU) + plE)
E.pmx

X.12ma(x_e - Axl) <Zema(z) ke_omn(z)d (42)

where b is the Kronecker delta, and

<Z.emn(z)Zabc(z)>

rh+Za(b_i)
Z_emn(z)Z abc(z) dz .

-h+Z_011
(43)

It can be seen that for a = b = m, c = a = n,

Eqn. (43) becomes

<Zemn(z)Z.ema(z)> =
a_e" 1

alemx Kk.emn K2.ema

(K.RmAQuin K.QmxQ.Cma)

for m = 1, and

(44a)
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<Z.emn(z)Z.pma(z)> = i
a_ernx

1((..QmnCUmn K.Pma°..ema)

1

K2, _ v2
Jam - .Cma

(E.P(m-1)z a.Q(m-1)z al2(m-1)x)

a.emz a.emx

Z..emn(-h+Z.e(m_1))Z.kma(-h+Z..e(m_1))

(K.k(m_i)n 0.P(m-1)n KJ2(m-1)a 0.P(m-1)a) (44b)

for 2 < m < M.R. For n * a, the LHS of Eqn. (42) be-

comes zero (Lee, 1987). Therefore, Eqn.(42) reduces to

If PEE
m 1 Ef2

) [Xj2ma(xj2 - Axj2)]2 <Zi2ma(z)Zfilia(z)> (45)=mx
= the RHS of Eqn. (42).

This proves that the orthogonality of the eigenfunc-

tions in any column exist in the interval from the

seabed to the free surface.

Next, for the KBC:

(1) For each layer, multiply the KBC at x = xj2

Ax.2 by

(E.emz)

E.E

EjArlx a2.ema [Xl.ema(xj2 + Ax.e)
kmx

- Xt.ema(x..e - Ax_e) ] Z.ema(z) .

(2) Integrate the result of (1) from the bottom to

the top of each layer,

f_h+Zj2(m_1)

-h+Z.kin
[(KBC at x = xj2 Ax.e) (1)] dz .

j
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(3) Sum the integration of the result of (2),

Mx

mS 1
[(2)]m

for all layers in the column.

(4) Take the difference of the result (3) at two

boundaries,

[(3) at x = xx + Axx] - [(3) at x = xx - Axx] . (46)

Equation (46) can then be written explicitly as

M12 Extrm
ci:i 1 E (----) (E.orix a2.011x)2 [Xlxinn (xx + Axx)n=1 m=1 E.emx

Vxmn(xx - Axx) ] [Vxma (xx + AxR)

X1Rma(xx Axid] <ZRmn(z) ZRma(z)>1

m MR
= E E Eftz a2.2mx [xl.majx.2 + Ax.R)

n=1 m=1

- X/Rma(xR - AxR)] [E(X+1)(m+1)x a2(X+1)(m+1)x

XI(R+1)(m+1)n(xR + AxR) <ZRma(z)Z(R.4.1)(m+1)n(z)>

(1 6mMR+1) + E(X+1)mx a2(X+1)mxX1(12+1)mn(xR + AxR)

M(.0-1)
<Z(R+1)mn(z) ZRma(z)>] 1 - ji

m =1

C(.2-1)mx a2(.Q-1)mx X1(12-1)mn(x.2 AxX) IEX(m+1)z

a212(m+1)x [XIX(m+1)a(xX + Ax.e)

- X1R(m.4.1)a(xx hocR)] <Z(R_omn(z) ZR(m+i)a(z)>

(1 - 6mmR) + Exmz a2,Pmx [X/xma(xR + AxR)

1

- X1Rma(xR AxR)] <ZRma(z) Z(R_omn(z)> . (47)
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For n * a, Eqn. (47) can be shown to be zero (Lee,

1987). Consequently, for n = a, Eqn. (47) becomes

7 (E.Cmz) 1 a2.emx) [xl.ema (x.e + Ax.e)
m=1 E.emx

2

Xt.ema(x.e - Ax.2)] 1 <Z.ema(z) Z..ema(z)> (48)

= the RHS of Eqn. (47) .

Then, substituting Eqns. (17a), (40), and (37) into

Eqn. (45) gives

-46.x.ei f Axna) kela] 111.Ra[(e "-a) kela + ke

c>0 M(§-1)
= Z==n1 m1

+ [YDM(-)
.Qman

where

Mf2

III.ka = Z
m=1

(II.ema) -2

OmnYDM(±) =

l[yDm(an.0]
Al

] B(.e-1)1n 1

[ (E.emx

A(.2-1)1n

Z.2(1/14.1)a(z)>

(49)

(49a)

(49b)

(49c)

<z.oria(z) Z.ema(z)>

± tanh(Ax(.2-1)mn)]
Alan K(2-1)1n

C.2man

[II02_1)mn tanh(Ax(.2-1)mn)

. sinh(Ax(f2-01n)

and

(Ex(m+i)z)
Cl/man =

E(m+1)xl

8

<Z(..e_i)mn(z)

II.e(m+i)a

(

<Z.pma(z) Z(p_i)mn(z)>
.

II.ema
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Similarly, for KBC, substituting Eqns. (17b), (39)

and (37) into Eqn. (48) gives

00 M.12
2(ke1a + kela) sinh (Ax.ela) =

n =1 m =1

pilE) {[YKP(-)] A(J2+1)1n
E.emx .Cman

- [YKP(+) B(,N-1)10
.Pman

- [YKM(-) BCV-1)10
Alan

where

ao MCP-1)

n 1 m 1
{[YKAM(lan +)] AGe_oln==

YKP(±) = [(1 f V(e.1.1)(m+1)n)
.Qman

(..Q+1)(m+1)n<z.ema(z)

IIce.1.1)(m+1)n tanh(Axce+1)(m+1)n

(1 - 6mMce4.1)) + (1 ± V(12+1)mn

gIlit)mn<ZG+1)mn(z) Z.Rma(z)>1

II(kfl)mn tanh(Ax(p+i)mn)

sinh(Ax(/+1)1n)

YKM(±) = (1 ± V(,_i)mn)
.Cman

(50)

(50a)

(Q -1)mn)
C.Qman 1".021a

tanh(Ax(p_Omn)II(*(2_1)mn

sinh(Ax(.2_01n)

V.pmn = (Kemn) tanh(Ax.emn)
K.eln

and

Df2la
pqr Epqr a 2

pqr Kpqr
2

E.plx Plx KI2la

(Sob)

(50c)

(50d)
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Note that for a column in front of a seawall, the

first term for the RHS of Eqn. (50) disappears since

the normal flux vanishes at an impermeable seawall.

For the region with an incident wave, an equation simi-

lar to Eqn. (50) can be derived from the KBC as

(A la BRia) IIIRa =
00n EY[KP(-)] A-

( On=1 Xlan
R- ln

- EYKP(+)]B(.24.1)10
Xlan

(51)

for X = 1, where BRia is given by Eqn. (30a).

For X * 1, Eqns. (49) and (50) provide two equa-

tions for the two unknowns ARia and BRia of each wave

mode in each column. For X = 1, Eqn. (51) provides one

equation for the unknowns, Ana, of each wave mode.

After these unknowns are solved, the other unknowns in

different layers can be solved from Eqn. (37).

For practical computations, only a finite number

of wave modes are included. For instance, consider N

wave modes: (2IR-1)N equations can be constructed from

Eqns. (49), (50), and (51). The unknown coefficients

can be determined by solving the resulting matrix equa-

tion.
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4. MATERIAL PROPERTIES AND NUMERICAL SOLUTION

4.1 Material Properties

The linear drag coefficient defined by Eqn. (3)

includes two empirical coefficients. For a steady,

non-convective flow in large grain permeable structure,

they are found to be as (Dinoy, 1971; Sollitt & Cross,

1972)

=

and

vEj
Kpj

(52a)

Cfj Ei2
02j = (52b)

(Kpj)"

where j = the x or z direction,

v = the kinematic viscosity of the fluid,

Ej = the porosity of the medium,

Kpj = the intrinsic permeability of the media,

and

Cfj = a dimensionless turbulent coefficient.

Although Eqn. (52) is derived from steady state

concepts, it is assumed that it accounts for damping

due to the instantaneous velocity occurring at all

phases of a one-wave cycle. This assumption requires

that the convective accelerations be small and that mo-

tion be periodic at a frequency sufficiently low to
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maintain the validity of the damping terms. Thus, Eqn.

(52) can be applied when the wave length is long with

respect to wave amplitude and media grain size.

For homogeneous media, Eqn. (3) can be rewritten

as

f
3 a

ito+T
lujI3 dtdV

v Cfj Ej Jv it0
K 4' -T-7-

PJ luil2 dtdV
V tO

. (53)

As shown in Eqns. (52) and (53), for specifically

porous media, the porosity, permeability, and the tur-

bulent friction coefficient of the media should be

evaluated in advance to apply the theory presented in

this study. Estimating the porosity of the media is

not a difficult problem. However, measuring the perme-

ability and the turbulent friction coefficient for

large grain porous media can be extremely difficult.

Fortunately, Leps (1972) proposed an empirical equation

which indicated that the hydraulic gradient is exponen-

tially proportional to the velocity, that is

i = _pV1.86
( 5 4 )

where p is the proportional constant to be determined

in conjunction with other appropriately related physi-

cal properties of the media. The major physical prop-

erties of p are the shape and roughness of the rock

particles, the hydraulic mean radius, and the viscosity
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of water. Leps' results show that a larger rock parti-

cle size gives a smaller p.

According to the results of Ward (1964), Dinoy

(1971), and Sollitt and Cross (1972), it has been shown

that permeability scales in direct proportional to the

square of the length ratio, and that the turbulent

friction coefficient is identical in similar materials:

vV CfV2
i = + (55)

gKp g K 1/2P

Therefore, for a specific material, these properties

can be estimated by minimizing the mean square error

between the above two empirical equations. It is then

found that Kp = 1.91E-5 ft2 and Cf = 0.0261 for the

armor material used to construct a large scale model

for this study.

The material used in the present study is crushed

rock from a quarry in Philomath, Oregon. The struc-

tural model was constructed by random placement of the

rock at a slope ratio of approximately 1 to 2. The

surface of the structure was then graded manually and

its porosity was assumed to be 0.500. This value may

be precisely remeasured through use of experimental de-

vices. However, to utilize the two empirical equa-

tions, the average weight of the rock and its equiva-

lent diameters should be determined in advance. Table

4.1 indicates the real material properties used for
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Table 4.1 Physical properties of material.

Average Standard Percent Intrinsic Turbulent
Weight Deviation finer Permeab41. Coeff. Porosity
w (lb) a (lb) D50 (in) Kp (ft ) Cf E

Large 28.9 6.34 7.72 1.91E-5 0.0261 0.500
Armor

Small 22.2 4.41 7.13 1.75E-5 0.0267 0.500
Armor

Filter 4.81 3.16 1.47 1.08E-5 0.0340 0.500

this study. These media properties, the geometry of

the structure, and specific wave conditions were input

to a numerical model to obtain the theoretical results.

4.2 Numerical Computations

For a structure with a specific geometry, the en-

tire flow domain is first partitioned into a group of

rectangular subdomains. In theory, a finer partition

should provide a better approximation of the actual

structure. However, in practical applications, it has

been suggested that the width of each column is less

than the thickness of each layer (Lee, 1987).

For a given wave condition, structure geometry,

and media properties, the computation is initiated with

determination of the eigenvalues for each subdomain,

while the linearized friction coefficient f for each

subdomain is assumed. The appropriate number of eigen-

values in each subdomain is then solved from the dis-

persion equation with the Newton-Raphson method for a

clear water region and with the Secant method for the
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region containing the structure. Similar to most nu-

merical methods, the Secant method requires a sound

initial estimate in order to locate the desired solu-

tion. There is no rule to guide the formulation of

this initial estimate. However, the eigenvalues in the

clear water region can be handily computed and may be

used as initial estimates for the region containing the

structure, for low initial friction coefficients.

The eigenvalues between the clear water region and

the first region containing the structure should be ap-

proximately equal, so long as the initial layer of the

structure is very thin. This implies that for a column

containing a specific porous media, prospective esti-

mates of the eigenvalues corresponding to a given fric-

tion coefficient can be provided by starting with ei-

genvalues corresponding to a zero friction coefficient.

The dispersion equation may then be resolved by in-

creasing the friction coefficient toward the desired

values, until the point that the computed friction co-

efficients are sufficiently close to the assumed val-

ues. Eigenvalues in successive columns may be esti-

mated initially from values in adjacent columns.

The eigenvalues solved from the dispersion equa-

tion may include eigenvalues whose real part and whose

imaginary part have the same sign. Since these eigen-
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values generate energy while they are propagating,

these waves should be excluded from the solutions.

Once the eigenvalues are determined, they are used

to enumerate the coefficients of Ann and B.eln in the

equations obtained from the boundary conditions on the

vertical boundaries of the each column, i.e., Eqns.

(49), (50), and (51). Then, the resulting coefficients

related to the unknowns Ann and Bnn constitute the

coefficient matrix, and the coefficients related to the

known B111 given in Eqn. (30a) constitute the right

hand side of the matrix equation. The matrix equation

is then solved by the LU decomposition method, which is

a modification of the Gaussian elimination method

(Gerald & Wheatley, 1984).

After Ann and Bnn are determined, the remaining

unknowns kemn and Bxmn for m > 1, in a column with

multiple layers, can then be solved by Eqn. (37), in

which the velocity potential given in Eqn. (14) is de-

termined. With the velocity potential known, the fluid

particle velocity can be solved from the definition

given in Eqn. (22), and the pressure field can also be

solved from the Bernoulli equation given in Eqn. (23).

The real components of the velocities are then ex-

tracted and substituted into Eqn. (53) in order to cal-

culate the linear friction coefficients. If the re-

sults differ from previously computed values, the pro-
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cedures outlined in this section are repeated. The in-

tegrations given in Eqn. (53) are then integrated nu-

merically by the trapezoidal rule. The reflection co-

efficient may be found as the absolute value of the

ratio of A111 and B111. The computation is terminated

when the difference in linear friction coefficients

found in two consecutive procedures is within the sti-

pulated limits of accuracy, i.e., two percent. Figure

4.1 shows the flow chart for the theoretical computa-

tion procedures.

A Fortran program has been developed to facilitate

the procedure described in this section. Its listing

and comments are included in the Appendix to this

thesis.
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Figure 4.1 Flow chart of computation procedures.
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5.1 Introduction
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In the previous chapter, it was shown that the

theoretical solution is a function of structure geome-

try and incident wave conditions, as well as such per-

meable media properties as porosities, intrinsic perme-

abilities, dimensionless turbulent coefficients, and

virtual mass coefficients.

The following results demonstrate the behavior of

the theoretical solution for a rubble mound breakwater

that has been partitioned, shown in Figure. 5.1, within

which the permeable media are assumed to be homogeneous

and isotropic. This model has been constructed in the

0. H. Hinsdale Wave Research Laboratory and will be

used to validate the theory during the next year of

this project. The theoretical behavior of the eigen-

values, the permeable media, the turbulent coeffi-

cients, the porosities, and the virtual mass coeffi-

cients are as follows.

For a given wave condition, structure geometry,

and media properties, the theoretical responses begin

with a determination of how many modal waves should be

considered in the real computations. Theoretically,
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infinite solutions, or eigenvalues, to the dispersion

equation should be found in order to provide an eigen-

series representation of the velocity potential in any

subdomain with a unique medium. However, not all of

the eigenvalues can be found for every subdomain with

corresponding modes. For the totally submerged sub-

domain, only one physically acceptable eigenvalue can

be found, while for the clear water region and the sub-

domain penetrating the still water level, many eigen-

values with real physical meaning can be found.

The number of eigen modes also varies with respect

to wave periods, consuming an excessive amount of time

and frustrating the development of theoretical results.

Figure 5.2 is an example graph which shows the effect

of wave mode number in the regions penetrating the

still water level on the reflection coefficient. All

other regions, with the exception of clear water, have

a single mode. For most waves, the greater the number

of wave modes considered, the larger the reflection

coefficient results. However, as shown in the example,

when there are seven wave modes there is little differ-

ence in the reflection coefficient as the number of

wave modes are increased. Therefore, for actual compu-

tations at least seven wave modes should be considered.
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5.2 Wave Reflection and Velocity Field Behavior

The dependence of flow characteristics on the in-

trinsic permeabilities, Kp, and the dimensionless tur-

bulent coefficients, Cf, are shown in Figures 5.3 and

5.4 for two values of each property. The permeabili-

ties are Kp = 1.91E-5 and Kp = 1.91E-4 and the turbu-

lent coefficients are Cf = 0.0261 and Of = 0.0522. In

Figure 5.3, the reflection coefficient is graphed as a

function of a dimensionless wave number, h/Lo, where h

is the water depth and Lo is the deep water incident

wave length.

For very long waves, the reflection coefficients

for each case approach unity since the dimension of the

structure is relatively small in comparison to the wave

length. These long waves are apparently not damped by

the structure. For the wave, h/Lo > 0.02, which corre-

sponds to T < 10 sec, the reflection coefficients de-

crease significantly, although they are somewhat vari-

able in each case. This could be explained by the fact

that there are partial standing waves in front of the

structure. In other words, waves penetrate through the

structure, but are attenuated by the structure while

they are propagating. When the effect of reflection

interacts with the effect of attenuation, a partial

standing wave is the result. As shown in Figure 5.3,
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it is clear that incident wave energy is dissipated

considerably by the structure for most waves. Note

that the increasing turbulent coefficient tends to de-

crease reflection or to increase energy dissipation.

Similar results occur when the permeability is in-

creased, with the exception of waves with specific

qualities, e.g., 0.75 < h/Lo < 1.20. This phenomenon

may be due to structural geometry, rather than to the

flow properties of waves.

In Figure 5.4, the ratio of the horizontal fluid

particle velocities, u, to the deep water wave celer-

ity, Co; at the positions "toe" and "top" indicated in

Figure 5.1, are plotted as a function of dimensionless

wave number, h/Lo. For very long waves, the absolute

value of the horizontal velocities to the deep water

celerity is nearly zero at the "toe," which is result

expected with respect to undisturbed linear wave the-

ory. At "top," however, the horizontal fluid particle

velocities attain their maxima, contributing signifi-

cantly to the value of the relative velocities,

abs(u)/Co. This is because the deep water celerity,

Co, is relatively small, while the horizontal fluid

particle velocity, abs(u), attains a maxima at the

still water level. For very long waves, relative ve-

locities tend to approach the order of H/L, as can be

estimated from shallow water wave conditions, while ap-
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proaching zero at both positions for small amplitude

waves. In the intermediate wave range, maximum hori-

zontal velocities are observed at positions correspond-

ing to the node of partial standing waves. For a per-

fect standing wave occurring in front of an impermeable

vertical wall, the points of zero amplitude nodes are

located at the position (2n + 1)L/4 and the points of

maximum amplitude antinodes are located at nL/2,

n=0,1,2,..., where L is the associated wave length,

away from the vertical wall. Thus, waves which may

produce nodes at the "toe" and "top" can be estimated

from the given distance from the vertical wall to each

position. These waves correspond to the numbers K1h =

(2n + 1) w/6 and 1011 = (2n + 1) r/2 for, respectively,

the "toe" and "top," where K/h is the associated dis-

turbed local wave number, and to the local maxima of

the curves shown in Figure 5.4. However, it should be

noted that the position of the nodes is not only a

function of wave length, but also of the phase lag be-

tween incident and reflected waves. Note that the rel-

ative velocities at the "top" are considerably larger

than at the "toe." From linear wave theory, this re-

sult can be expected due to the hyperbolic decay of

kinematics with respect to water depth.

The material condition Kp = 1.91E-4, Cf = 0.0265

produces similar resonant features in the reflection
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coefficient, Figure 5.3, and the velocity at the "top,"

Figure 5.3. At him) = 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5, Kr is a rela-

tive maximum and u is a relative minimum, i.e., anti-

nodes at the top yield row velocities and therefore low

damping and high reflection. In contrast, at h/L0 =

0.25, 0.75, and 1.25, nodes occur at the top, producing

large damping and relatively low reflection coeffici-

ents.

The dependence of wave characteristics on porosi-

ties is presented in Figures 5.5 and 5.6, wherein three

typically different porosities, 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75,

are considered. In Figure 5.5, the reflection of long

waves is nearly perfect for reasons identical to those

given for the permeabilities and turbulent coefficients

(Figure 5.3), i.e., the dimensions of the structure are

relatively small in comparison to wave length. For all

waves, as expected, decreasing the porosity results in

an increase in the reflection coefficient. In other

words, more tightly packed structures with smaller po-

rosities may be more difficult to penetrate, causing

more reflection, and more friction causes more resis-

tance to penetration. Note that the low porosity

structure, E = 0.25, displays the resonant phenomenon

associated with higher permeabilities, K = 1.19E-4, the
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result of which is consistent with the friction coeffi-

cient dependence in Eqn. (53).

Figure 5.6 illustrates the dependence of the ratio

of horizontal particle velocities to deep water celer-

ity on porosity, showing tendencies similar to those

for the various permeabilities and turbulent coeffi-

cients appearing in Figure 5.4. That is, the maximum

horizontal velocities will occur at the "toe" or "top"

when the wave length and the phase lag between incident

and reflected waves are optimal, producing nodes at the

two positions. For almost all waves, fluid particle

velocities increase as porosity decreases. This is be-

cause local velocities are proportional to wave ampli-

tude and smaller porosities cause less energy dissipa-

tion. Velocity changes due to porosity changes are

significantly less at the "toe" than at the "top."

Once again, in accordance with linear wave theory, this

result can be expected due to the hyperbolic decay of

flow properties with respect to depth.

The dependence of wave characteristics on the vir-

tual mass coefficient is shown in Figures 5.7 and 5.8,

in which three values, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0, of the vir-

tual mass coefficients are examined. Since virtual

mass coefficients represent virtual forces or inertia,

they do not dissipate energy as do drag coefficients.

Larger virtual mass coefficients represent higher
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resistance forces, which are equivalent to less perme-

ability or smaller porosity. Thus, the dependence of

wave properties on virtual mass coefficients is in-

versely related to their dependence on permeability and

porosity. Therefore, large virtual mass coefficients

correspond to small porosities and/or permeabilities.

This can readily be seen when Figure 5.5 is compared to

Figure 5.7 and when Figure 5.6 is compared to Figure

5.8. However, although porosity is one of the pure

functions of physical properties, virtual mass coeffi-

cients are characterized by both material properties

and flow patterns. Consequently, a one-to-one corre-

spondence between porosity and virtual mass coeffi-

cients cannot be anticipated, a behavior which is sup-

ported by the graphic results. Moreover, note that the

change of velocities due to the change in virtual mass

coefficient is significantly less at the "toe" than at

the "top," as shown in Figure 5.8.

5.3 Pressure Field Behavior

Flow field kinematic properties are characterized

by velocity while dynamic properties are characterized

by dynamic pressure components. The latter are dis-

cussed in this section. A range of wave conditions are

chosen to span relative wave lengths, from shallow to

deep water, spanning Dean's Stream Function, Case 3
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through Case 8. The actual wave conditions are identi-

fied in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1
ft.

Stream function cases for h = 12

Case
T

(sec)
Lo
(ft)

H
h/Lo (ft)

3 15.31 1200 0.0100 2.28

4 10.20 533 0.0225 1.45

5 6.36 208 0.0578 1.09

6 3.93 79 0.1512 1.13

7 3.42 60 0.2000 1.16

8 2.29 27 0.4454 1.35

In Figures 5.9 through 5.14 the dynamic pressure

amplitude at each of the grid points within the struc-

ture is nondimensionalized by the amplitude occurring

at the still water level. In order to provide an im-

proved visual impression of pressure distribution in-

side the structure, equi-pressure contours or isobars

are also provided. Note that the isobar for each

figure was constructed by linearly interpolating the

values at each adjacent grid point. However, as indi-

cated in Chapter 4, dynamic pressure varies hyperboli-

cally with respect to depth. Therefore, the isobars

shown in each figure can only be use for visual

reference.
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In Figure 5.9a, the results for a very long wave,

Dean's Case 3, h = 12 ft, T = 15.31 sec, are presented.

The theoretical results indicate the existence of a

pressure gradient toward the still water level, both in

the x and z directions. For a very long wave, the in-

crease of dynamic pressure toward the structure may be

interpreted as a stagnation effect as the flow is

blocked by the structure. Note that dynamic pressure

decays from the structural surface as water depth is

increased, and then reaches a constant value as the wa-

ter depth is further increased. In addition, note that

the maximum pressure gradient occurs at the middle of

the structure at still water levels. In Figure 5.9b,

this appears as the space between the isobars decreases

with respect to water depth. Maximum pressure gradient

corresponds to maximum velocity, a potentially destabi-

lizing condition for surface armor.

In Figure 5.10a, the dynamic pressure distribution

within the structure is illustrated for a long wave,

Dean's Case 4, h = 12 ft, T = 10.20 sec. Similar to

Figure 5.9a and 5.9b, a maximum pressure gradient oc-

curs at the middle of the structure in still water lev-

els, but at relatively higher pressure than given in

Figure 5.9a. Although the pattern of the pressure dis-

tribution is very similar to that given in Figure 5.9a,

the pressure gradient in Figure 5.10a is smaller at the
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seaward side of the structure. This can be explained

by the fact the longer waves penetrate more effectively

- into the structure.

Similar results occur when the wave period is rel-

atively long, e.g., h = 12 ft, T = 6.36 sec, Dean's

Case 5. These results are illustrated in Figure 5.11.

Once again, theoretical results indicated a pressure

gradient toward the still water level and dynamic pres-

sure decay from the still water level as the water

depth is increased, which are the results predicted

from undisturbed linear wave theory. Note that the

maximum pressure gradient occurs at the middle of the

structure in still water levels and that the pressure

gradient is smaller than that given for the previous

two waves (i.e., T = 15.31 sec and T = 10.20 sec) at

the seaward side of the structure. In addition, note

that where the space between the isobars is small,

there is a large dynamic pressure variation at the mid-

dle of the structure.

In Figures 5.12 and 5.13, the results from two

short wave periods are illustrated, Dean's Cases 6 and

7, at T = 3.93 sec and T = 3.42 sec, respectively,

where h = 12 ft. The maximum pressure gradient occurs

near to the left corner of the sixth step of the struc-

ture (as shown in Fig. 5.13a) and at the vertical wall.

Once again, there is dynamic pressure decay at still
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water levels as the water depth is increased. Note

that the pressure gradient at the middle of the struc-

ture near the seafloor is significantly decreased.

This is because the wave length is relatively too short

to penetrate into the structure. Therefore, less pres-

sure exists at the middle of the structure.

Similar results can be seen in the shorter wave,

h = 12 ft and T = 2.29 sec, Dean's Case 8, as shown in

Figure 5.14. The pressure gradient still decays in

still water levels as the water depth is increased and

the pressure gradient at the middle of the structure

decreases to nearly'zero for the same reason as given

for the two previous short waves at T = 3.93 sec and T

= 3.42 sec. Dynamic pressure at nearly the zero level

indicates a possible wave node, i.e., nodes may occur

at the position (2n + 1)L/4, n=0,1,2,3... away from the

wall in undisturbed clear water. This can be predicted

by the undisturbed wave length (L = 26 ft) for the

given conditions. Similar nodal resonant effects are

apparent in Cases 6 and 7, with nodes occurring near

the SWL intercept in the armor slope.



6. CONCLUSIONS

6.1 Summary

83

From the theoretical results presented in the pre-

vious chapters, the following conclusions may be drawn:

1) The eigenvalues are either pure-real or pure-

imaginary in clear water. However, eigenval-

ues in the permeable structure are generally

complex, indicating wave decay in the direc-

tion of wave propagation.

2) The reflection coefficients approach unity for

very long waves. Increasing turbulent coeffi-

cients and permeability tend to decrease re-

flection coefficients for most waves.

3) Decreasing porosity increases the reflection

coefficient.

4) Since the virtual mass coefficients do not

dissipate wave energy, but represent inertia

force, the dependence of wave properties on

the virtual mass coefficients is inversely

proportional to their dependence on porosity.

Therefore, the reflection coefficient is in-

creased as the virtual mass coefficient in-

creases.
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5) When a disturbed wave produces a partial

standing wave, maximum horizontal fluid parti-

cle velocities occur at specific positions,

i.e. nodes. In addition, the ratio of hori-

zontal velocity to the deep water wave celer-

ity at the top is significantly larger than at

the toe.

6) Pressure distribution within the structure in-

dicates that a maximum vertical pressure gra-

dient occurs near the still water level and

the vertical wall. This pressure gradient in-

creases as wave length is decreased. In addi-

tion, the zero values of nondimensional dy-

namic pressure are found under those of the

nodes in the theoretical results.

6.2 Suggestions for Future Research

The theoretical procedures developed for this

study provide the kinematic and dynamic descriptions of

the flow inside as well as outside a permeable struc-

ture. The flow is induced by a linear wave train.

Thus, the theoretical solution is a first-order approx-

imation to a general nonlinear problem. The general

nonlinear problem is a more appropriate description of

flow behavior. Since rubble mound structures are
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usually constructed in shallow water regions, the non-

linear finite amplitude effects need to be included.

The real material hydraulic properties, the in-

trinsic permeabilities, and dimensionless turbulent

friction coefficients are estimated from empirical

equations. Therefore, it is suggested that future re-

search seek to develop experimental procedures or more

rational theoretical results that can be used to quan-

tify these properties for a wide range of material

types and sizes.

In the present study, only the theoretical behav-

iors have been considered. To validate a theory,

and/or compare theoretical results with the actual

ocean wave phenomena, near-to-scale prototype scale ex-

periments should be conducted. The velocity and pres-

sure measurements within the permeable media should be

compared to theoretical predictions for the same mea-

surements. It is suggested that both monochromatic and

random wave results should be given further considera-

tion.
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APPENDIX A

Fortran Program

PROGRAM RMB

PROGRAM RMB.FOR

This program demonstrates the potential flow in the
flow field with multi-layered of permeable media. *

It is required that IL >= 3
Note that the second subscript,m,in the theory has been
shifted by 1. For example,K(L,M,N) in the theory is
renamed as K(L,M+1,N) in the program and all subroutines*
associated.

CCC<< Definition of variables.
C WD: Water depth.
C T: Wave period.
C WH: Wave heigh.
C L: Column number.
C IL:Number of column
C M: Number of layer.
C ML:Number of fluid subdomain in each column.
C KWDL2: The initial guesses of eigenvalues to compute
C eigenvalues in the structure.
C X: The coordinate in x-axis of the structure.
C DX: The half of width of each column in subdomain.
C Z: The coordinate in z-axis of the structure.
C EX,EZ: Porosities of media in x/z direction,respectively.
C SX,SZ: Virtual mass coefficients of media in x/z
C direction,respectively.
C FX,FZ: Linear drag coefficients of media in x/z direction,
C repectively.
C CFX,CFZ: Turbulent coefficients of media in x/z direction,
C respectively.
C KPX,KPZ: Intrinsic permeabilities of media in x/z
C direction, respectively.
C KH1: Progressive eigenvalue in clear water.
C KHN: Evanescent eigenvalues in clear water.
C HLO: Dimensionless wave number.
C NU: Kinematic viscosity of the fluid.
C UA1,WA1: Horizontal/vertical fluid particle velocities.
C P: Dimensionless dynamic pressure.
C G: Gravitational acceleration.
C NN: Number of wave modes.
C DFZ: The suggested increment of fx and fz used to solve
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C eigenvalues,K(L,M,N), from the dispersion equation.
C SMALLF: Output criterion of the convergence of fx and fz.
C MML: Number of grid points in x-direction
C NNLM: Number of grid points of each column in z-direction
C NP: Number of pressure gauge.
C PX: Pressure gauge coordinate in x-direction.
C PZ: Pressure gauge coordinate in z-direction.
C ZS: Top layers'coordinate of each column inside the
C the structure in z-direction.
C ZSNLM: Total number of grid points of each column inside
C the structure in z-direction used for non-.
C dimensionalized surface intrgration.
C A: It is corresponding to coefficient A in theory.
C B: It is corresponding to coefficient B in theory.
C III: Number of iteration.
C TIP2: Wave frequency.
C LINK RMB+EIDO+SWABl+MAT+SUBS1+FIL

C<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
COMPLEX16 A(8,5,10),B(8,5,10),AB(120,120),CC(120),XAB(120)

,CI,K(8,5,10),0(8,5,10),KWD12(10),AXL(5),KWD(10)

,AZL(5),QL(5,10),KWDL2(10),AZ(8.5).AX(8,5),DXLA
,II(8,5,10),CDSINH,CCA(10),CCB(10),DET,SHII,KM2

REAL8 X(8),DX(8),Z(8,5),EX(8,5),EZ(8,5),SX(8,5),ZS(7)
, SZ( 8, 5), FX (8,5),FZ(8,5),CFX(8,5),CFZ(8,5)

,KPX(8,5),KPZ(8,5),KH1,KHN,ZL(5),FXL(5),FZL(5),SXL(5)
,SZL(5),EXL(5),EZL(5),FXX(8,5),FZZ(8,5),NU
,UA2(5,13),WA2(5,13),UA3(5,13),WA3(5,13)
,UA1(5,13),WA1(5,13),SIU2,SIU3,SIW2,SIW3
,PI,G,WD,T,WH,DFXZ,SMALLF,TIP2,GH,DFZ,HX,HZ
,HLO,KRN,KRO,TEST,XPX,ZPZ,P(8,5,13),XVX,ZVHZ
,P11,PDLM,PX(11),PZ(11),FXOLD,FZOLD,SMALLK,PP(11)
,U1,U2,W1,W2,CO,UO

INTEGER ALPHA

DIMENSION ML(8),ML1(8),ML2(8),NML(8),MMI(8),NNLM(8,5),NNN(10)
,NSNLM(7)

COMMON / DAT1 / X
COMMON / DAT2 / DX,Z
COMMON / DAT3 / EX,EZ
COMMON / DAT4 / AX,AZ
COMMON / DAT5 / K,Q
COMMON / DAT6 / AB
COMMON / DAT7 / A,B
COMMON / DAT10 / MML,NNLM
COMMON / DAT11 / UA1,WA1,UA2,WA2,UA3,WA3
COMMON / DAT12 / FXL,FZL,SXL,SZL,EXL,EZL,ZL,AXL,AZL,QL
COMMON / DAT13 / P
COMMON / DAT22 / II
COMMON / DAT61 / CC,XAB

OPEN(1,FILE='INPUT.RMB',STATUS='OLD')
OPEN(2,FILE='NDDP',STATUS='NEW')

C<<< Units: <Length:Foot>, <Mass:Slug>, <Time:Sec.>
PI=4.0ATAN(1.0)
G =32.2
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CI=CMPLX(0.0,1.0)
NU=1.09E-5
AX(1,2)=CI
AZ(1,2)=CI

C>>>> Reading the data from "INPUT.RMB":
CCC Read the data from <INPUT.RMB>

READ(1,)WD
READ(1,)IL
READ(1,)(ML(L),L=1,IL)
DO 1,L=1,IL
ML1(L)=ML(L)+1

1 CONTINUE

READ(1,)(X(L),L=1,IL)
READ(1,)(DX(L),L=1,IL)
DO 201,L=2,IL
MLL=ML(L)

201 READ(1,)(Z(L,M),M=2,MLL)
DO 2,L=1,IL
Z(L,1)=WD
ML1L=ML1(L)
Z(L,ML1L)=0.0

2 CONTINUE
DO 202,L=1,IL
ML1L=ML1(L)

202 READ(1,*)(EX(L,M),M=2,ML1L)
DO 203,L=1,IL
ML1L=ML1(L)

203 READ(10)(EZ(L.M),M=2,ML1L)
DO 204,L=1,IL
ML1L=ML1(L)

204 READ(1,)(SX(L,M),M=2,ML1L)
DO 205,L=1,IL
ML1L=ML1(L)

205 READ(1,)(SZ(L,M),M=2,ML1L)
DO 206,L=1,IL
ML1L=ML1(L)

206 READ(1,)(PX(L,m),M=2,M1L)
DO 207,L=1,IL
ML1L=ML1(L)

207 READ(1,)(FZ(L,M),M=2,ML1L)
DO 208,L=1,IL
ML1L=ML1(L)

208 READ(1,)(CFX(L,M),M=2,ML1L)
DO 209,L=1,IL
ML1L=ML1(L)

209 READ(1,)(CFZ(L,M),M=2,ML1L)
DO 210,L=1,IL
ML1L=ML1(L)

210 READ(1,)(KPX(L,M),M=2,ML1L)
DO 211,L=1,IL

ML1L=ML1(L)
211 READ(1,)(KPZ(L,M),M=2,ML1L)

READ(1,*)NN
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READ(1,*)DFXZ,SMALLF
READ(1,*)(MML(L),L=1,IL)
DO 212,L=1,IL
ML1L=ML1(L)

212 READ(1,*)(NNLM(L,M),M=2,ML1L)
READ(1,')(ZS(L),L =2,IL)

READ(1,')(NSNLM(L),L =2,IL)
READ(1,')NP
READ(1,*)(PX(I),I=1,NP)
READ(1,*)(PZ(I),I=1,NP)

213 READ(1,')T,WH

C<<<< Starting computations with the above input data.
C<<<< 5 major sub-program will be complemented.
C<<<< Each Subroutine may call the others subroutine.
C<<<< Read carefully and do not overlook every comment
C<<<< between the executable statements.

TIP2=2.0*PI/T
GH=TIP2**2*WD/G
HL0=2.0*PI*WD/G/T**2

C>>>> Finding the eigenvalues in the clear water: L=1
CCC Computing eigenvalues in clear water: K(L,1,N),N=1,NN

CALL KHJ1(GH,KH1)
K(1,2,1)=-1.0*CI*KH1/WD
Q(1,2,1)=0.0
DO 3,N=2,NN
CALL KHJJ(N,GH,KHN)
K(1,2,N)=KHN/WD
Q(1,2,N)=0.0

3 CONTINUE
1234 FORMAT(1X,' ')

C<<<<

DXLA=-1.0*K(1,2,1)*X(1)

B(1,2,1)=0.5*CI*WH*G/TIP2/C0sH(KH1)*EXP(DXLA)
III=1

C>>>> Finding the eigenvalues in porous media: L>=2
C>>> Assigning the eigenvalues in clear water as initial guesses:

DO 4,N=1,NN
KWD12(N)=K(1,2,N)*WD

4 CONTINUE
C<<<
CCC Computing eigenvalues in porous media: K(L,M,N),N=1,NN

117 DO 5,L=2,IL

MLL=ML(L)
ML1L=ML1(L)
DO 6,M=1,ML1L

ZL(M)=Z(L,M)
6 CONTINUE

DO 7,M=2,ML1L
FXL(M)=FX(L,M)
FZL(M)=FZ(L,M)
SXL(M)=SX(L,M)
SZL(M)=SZ(L,M)
EZL(M)=EZ(L,M)
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EXL(M)=EXCL,M)
7 CONTINUE

DFZ=DFXZ
CALL EIGENDO (MLL,NN,WD,GH,DFZ,KWD12,KWDL2)
DO 8,M=2,ML1L
AZ(L,M)=AZL(M)
AX(L,M)=AXL(M)

8 CONTINUE
DO 9,N=1,NN
K(L,2,N)=KWDL2(N)/WD
Q(L,2,N)= OL(2,N)

IF(ML1L.E0.2) GO TO 9
DO 10,M=3,ML1L

K(L,M,N)=K(L,2,N)*SORT(EX(L,2)/EX(L,M))(AX(L,2)/AX(L,M))
0(L,M,N)=QL(M,N)

10 CONTINUE
9 CONTINUE
5 CONTINUE

C<<<<

C>>>> Choose only the waves that are damping while they are
C propagating.Eigenvalues whose imaginary and real part
C are same sign should be excluded.These waves do not exist
C in linear wave field since they are amplifing while
C propagating and therefore generate energy.

CALL FIL(IL,ML1,NN,NNN)
C<<<<

C>>>> Calculating the elements of coefficient matrix AB(I,J):
DO 334, L=1,IL
NNN(L)=1

334 CONTINUE
NML(1)=1

NML(2)=NML(1)+NNN(1)
DO 11,L=3,IL

NML(L)=NML(L-1)+2NNN(L-1)
11 CONTINUE

MIJ=NML(IL)-1+2*NNN(IL)
CALL IILMN(IL,ML1,NNN)
CALL ABIJ(WD,IL,NNN,ML1,NML,MIJ,CCA,CCB)

C<<<<

C>>>> Calculating CC(I), I=1, MIJ:
CC(1)=B(1,2,1)

C>>> Assigning CC(I)=0.0 for all I >= 2:
DO 12,I=2,MIJ
CC(I)=0.0

12 CONTINUE
C<<<

C>>> Replacing CC(I) by the correct values:
DO 13,ALPHA=1,NNN(2)

IA=(NML(2)-1)+2*ALPHA-1
IB=IA+1

CC(IA)=B(1,2,1)CCA(ALPHA)
CC(IB)=B(1,2,1)CCB(ALPHA)

13 CONTINUE
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C<<<<

C<<<<

C>>>> Solving the unknown coeff. A(L,M,N) and B(L,M,N):
CCC SOLVING A(L,M,N), B(L,M;N):
C>>> Solve A(L,2,N) and B(L,2,N) to the matrix equation:

CALL MATRIXC(MIJ,DET)

IF(ABS(DET).E0.0.0) GO TO 999
L=1

A(L,2,1)=XAB(1)
DO 14,N=2,NNN(L)
A(L,2,N)=XAB(N)
B(L,2,N)=0.0

14 CONTINUE
DO 15,L=2,IL
DO 16,N=1,NNN(L)
IA=(NML(L)-1)+2*N-1
IB=IA+1

A(L,2,N)=XAB(IA)
B(L,2,N)=XAB(IB)

16 CONTINUE
15 CONTINUE

C<<<
C>>> Finding A(L,M,N) and B(L,M,N) from A(L,2,N) and B(L,2,N):

DO 17,L=2,IL
ML1L=ML1(L)
IF(ML1L.EQ.2) GO TO 17
DO 18,M=3,ML1L
DO 19,N=1,NNN(L)

SHII=0.5*CDSINH(K(L,2,N)*DX(L))/CDSINH(K(L,M,N)*DX(L))
& /II(L,M,N)

EM2=K(L,M,N)/K(L,2,N)

A(L,M,N)=SHII*(A(L,2,N)*(KM2+1.0)+B(L,2,N)*(KM2-1.0))
B(L,M,N)=SHII*(A(L,2,N)*(KM2-1.0)+B(L,2,N)*(KM2+1.0))

19 CONTINUE
18 CONTINUE
17 CONTINUE

C<<<

C<<<<

KRN=ABS(A(1,2,1))/ABS(B(1,2,1))
C WRITE(*,*)KRN

C>>>> Calculating FX(L,M) and FZ(L,M) from the velocity potentials:
CCC CALCULATING FX(L,M), FZ(L,M):

172 DO 20,L=2,IL
MMIAL=MML(L)

HX=2.0*DX(L)/MMLL
DO 21,M=2,ML1(L)
NNLMLM=NNLM(L,M)
M1=M-1

HZ=(Z(L,M1)-Z(L,M))/NNLMLM
IF(EX(L,M).LT.1.0) GO TO 101
IF(EZ(L,M).EQ.1.0) GO TO 102

101 CALL UW(WD,L,M,NNN)

CALL SITR(HX,HZ,MMLL,NNLMLM,UA2,SIU2)
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CALL SITR(HX,HZ,MMLL,NNLMLM,UA3,SIU3)
CALL SITR (HX,HZ,MMLL,NNLMLM,WA2,SIW2)
CALL SITR(HX,HZ,MMLL,NNLMLM,WA3,SIW3)

777 FXX(L,M)=1.0/TIP2*EX(L,M)*(NU/KPX(L,M)+8.0/3.0/PI*CFX(L,M)
*EX(L,M)/SORT(KPX(L,M))*SIU3/SIU2)

FZZ(L,M)=1.0/TIP2*EZ(L,M)*(NU/KPZ(L,M)+8.0/3.0/PI*CFZ(L,M)
* EZ (L,M) /SQRT(KPZ(L,M)) *SIW3 /SIW2)

GO TO 21
102 FXX(L,M)=0.0

FZZ(L,M)=0.0
21 CONTINUE
20 CONTINUE

C<<<<<
DO 503,L=1,IL
ML1L=ML1(L)
WRITE(*,*)(FXX(L,M),M=2,ML1L)
WRITE(*,*)(FZZ(L,M),M=2,ML1L)

503 CONTINUE
C<<<<

C<<<< Compare the computed damping coefficients in each subdomain
C to previous value.

DO 601,L=2,IL
DO 602,M=2,ML1(L)
IF(FX(L,M).E0.0.0) GO TO 602
IF(FZ(L,M).EQ.0.0) GO TO 602

TEST=ABS(FX(L,M)-FXX(L,M))/FX(L,M)
IF(TEST.GT.SMALLF) GO TO 111

TEST=ABS(FZ(L,M)-FZZ(L,M))/FZ(L,M)
IF(TEST.GT.SMALLF) GO TO 111

602 CONTINUE
601 CONTINUE

GO TO 114
CCCC Update linear drag coefficients

111 IF(III.GE.50) GO TO 116
III=III+1
KRO=KRN
DO 22,L=2,IL
DO 23,M=2,ML1(L)
FXOLD=FX(L,M)

FX(L,M)=(FXX(L,M)+FXOLD)/2.0
171 FZOLD=FZ(L,M)

FZ(L,M)=(FZZ(L,M)+FZOLD)/2.0
23 CONTINUE
22 CONTINUE

C<<<<

GO TO 117
C<<<<

116 WRITE(*,'(A)')' # of iterations is over 50 times'
CCCC Compute the ratio of dynamic pressure:

114 L=IL

M=2

XPX=PX(11)-X(L)
ZPZ=PZ(11)+WD-Z(L,M)
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Program Subroutines

SUBROUTINE EIGENDO(ML,NN,H,GH,DFZ,KWD12,KWDL2)

SUBROUTINE EIGENDO
The subroutine is used to solve the dispersion equation
in the flow field with porous media and therefore there
is energy dissipation. The eigenvalues in the corrsponding
flow field( i.e. with the same wave period and water
depth) with clear water are given as the initial guesses
to solve for the flow field with the desired porous media
but assuming no energy dissipation. Given the new
solutions as the new initial guesses, the eigenvalues of
the one with small energy dissipation can be sloved. And
by updating the initial guesses and increasing energy
dissipation, the eigenvalues of the flow field with
specific damping coefficients can be solved.

COMPLEX16 KWD12(10),AZL(5),OL(5,10),KWDL2(10),R(5),DZ(5)
,AXZI,GUESS,CLN(5),KH,AXL(5),CI

REAL8 ZL(5), FZL( 5), SZL (5),EXL(5),EZL(5),FZZ(5),FXX(5)

,H,GH,DFZ,FZZZ,TESTNA,TESTNB,FXL(5),SXL(5),FXXX,SMALL
COMMON / DAT12 / FXL,FZL,SXL,SZL,EXL,EZL,ZL,AXL,AZL,OL
SMALL=1.0E-8
CI=CMPLX(0.0,1.0)
ML1=ML+1
N1=1

C>>> Shooting solutions by starting from undamped flow field:
1 DO 100, M=2,ML1

FXX(M)=0.0
FZZ(M)=0.0

100 CONTINUE
C>> Assigning initial guesses:

DO 800,N=N1,NN
KWDL2(N)=KWD12(N)

800 CONTINUE
C<<

2 DO 200,M=2,ML1

AXL(M)=SORT(-1.0/(SXL(M)+CIFXX(M)))
AZL(M)=SORT(-1.0/(SZL(M)+CIFZZ(M)))

200 CONTINUE
IF(ML.GT.1) GO TO 11
R(2)=1.0
GO TO 12

11 DO 300,M =2,ML

M1=M+1

R(M)=(AZL(M1)/AZL(M))(EZL(M1)/EZL(M))
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& SORT(EXL(M)/EXL(M1))
300 CONTINUE
12 DO 400,M=1,ML

M1=M+1

DZ(M)=(ZL(M)-ZL(M1))/H SORT(EXL(2)/EXL(M1))(AXL(2)/AZL(M1))
400 CONTINUE

AXZI=CIAZL(2)AXL(2)
C>> Solving the NN eigenvalues of the top layer:

DO 600,N=N1,NN
GUESS=KWDL2(N)

CALL EIGEN(AXZI,GUESS,ML,ML1,GH,R,DZ,OLN,KH)
KWDL2(N)=KH
DO 500,M=2,ML1
OL(M,N)=OLN(M)

500 CONTINUE
600 CONTINUE

C<<

MMM=2
C>> Testing if the damping coefficients are the ones required:

3 IF(FZZ(MMM).LT.FZL(MMM)) GO TO 4
IF(FXX(MMM).LT.FXL(MMM)) GO TO 4
IF(MMM.EQ.ML1) GO TO 10
MMM=MMM+1
GO TO 3

C<<
4 DO 700,M=2,ML1

FXXX=FXX(M)
FZZZ=FZZ(M)
FXX(M)=FXXX+DFZ
FZZ(M)=FZZZ+DFZ
IF(FZZ(M).LT.FZL(M)) GO TO 701
FZZ(M)=FZL(M)

701 IF(FXX(M).LT.FXL(M)) GO TO 700
FXX(M)=FXL(M)

700 CONTINUE
GO TO 2

10 RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE EIGEN

This subroutine serves to solve the dispersion equation
of flow field where multi-layers porous structure may
exist. Its solution(s) is a pure complex number of the
form: Y = Re(Y) + i Im(Y). When the porous structure is

removed, either Re(Y) or Im(Y) will go to zero. This
is the case in the clear water where we expect that there
are both progressive and evanescent modes of waves.

A wave with a pure complex eigenvalue is a wave which
is simultaneously periodic ( progressive in origin) and
decaying (evanescent in origin) spatially. In other word,
the wave is periodic spatially ( a progressive wave
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* therefore), but its amplitude decays exponentially in
space (an evanesent mode of wave too). Therefore the
waves in the flow field with porous structures decay

* exponentially while they are propagating.

SUBROUTINE EIGEN(AXZ,GUESS,ML,ML1,GH,RLM,DZLM,QN.Y)
COMPLEX16 DZLM(5),RLM(5),ON(5),00(5),YO,YN,Y

,GUESS,CDTAN,CCTAN,DY,OFO,OFN,AXZ,CI
REAL8 GH,SOS1,SOS2,DIVERGE
CI=CMPLX(0.0,1.0)
SOS1=1.0E-10
SOS2=1.0E-10
DIVERGE=1.0E+7
YO=GUESS

YN=GUESS(1.0+1.0E-7)
C<<< Note : The index has been shifted such that
C 0(1) is named as 0(2), Q(ML) as 0(ML+1)
C Array(m)--- Array(m+1), ETC.
C ML1=ML+1

QO(ML1) =0.0

0N(ML1)=00(ML1)
IF(ML.E0.1) GO TO 30
MLM1=ML-1
DO 20 I=1,MLM1
M=ML1-I
M1=M+1

CCTAN=CICDTAN(DZLM(M)Y0)
00(M)=RLM(M)(CCTAN+00(M1))/(1.0+CCTAN00(M1))

20 CONTINUE
30 CCTAN=CICDTAN(DZLM(1)*Y0)

OFO=GH+AXZY0(CCTAN+00(2))/(1.0+CCTAN*00(2))
1 IF(ML.EQ.1) GO TO 40
DO 10 I=1,MLM1
M=ML1-I
M1=M+1

CCTAN=CICDTAN(DZLM(M)*YN)
ON(m)=RLM(m)*(CCTAN+QN(M1))/(1.0+cCTANON(M1))

10 CONTINUE
40 CCTAN=CICDTAN(DZLM(1)*YN)

OFN=GH+AXZYN*(CCTAN+QN(2))/(1.0+CCTANON(2))
DY=OFN(YN-Y0)/(OFN-OF0)
IF(ABS(OFN).LE.SOS1) GO TO 3
IF(ABS(DY).LE.SOS2) GO TO 3
IF(ABS(DY).GE.DIVERGE) GO TO 6
YO=YN
YN=YN-DY
QFO =QFN

GO TO 1
3 Y=YN

RETURN
6 WRITE(,7)
7 FORMAT(1X,' DIVERGENT
44 STOP
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END

FUNCTION CDTAN(Z)
COMPLEX*16 Z,CDTAN,CDS,CDC
CDS=SIN(Z)
CDC=COS(Z)
CDTAN=CDS/CDC
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE KHJ1
*

The subroutine solves the dispersion equation of
the propagating wave in clear water.

*

SUBROUTINE KHJ1(GH,KH1)
REAL*8 KH1,GH,SMALL,PI,X,DATAX
SMALL=1.0E-5
PI=4.0*ATAN(1.0)
X=GH
IF(X.GE.3.5*PI) GO TO 2

1 DATAX=(GH-X*TANH(X))/(X/COSH(X)**2+TANH(X))
IF(ABS(DATAX).LE.SMALL) GO TO 2
X=X+DATAX
GO TO 1

2 KH1=X
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE KHJJ
*

The subroutine solves the dispersion equation of
the evanescent modes of waves in clear water.

*

SUBROUTINE KHJJ(J,GH,KHJ)
REAL*8 KHJ,GH,SMALL,PI,X,DATAX
SMALL=1.0E -5

PI=4.0*ATAN(1.0)
X=(2*J-3)*PI/2.0+0.01

1 DATAX=(GH+X*TAN(X

SUBROUTINE ABIJ(...)

This subroutine calculates the coefficient matrix of
the unknown A(L,2,N) and B(L,2,N).

*

SUBROUTINE ABIJ(WD,IL,NN,ML1,NML,MIJ,CCD,CCK)
COMPLEX*16 AB(120,120),K(8,5,10),0(8,5,10),AX(8,5),AZ(8,5)

,CCD(10),CCK(10),EAK(8,5,10),VKT(8,5,10),II(8,5,10)
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,ABDA,ABDB,YKPP,YKPM,YKMP,YKMM,YDMP,YDMM,EZXII
REAL8 EX(8,5),DX(8),Z(8,5),EZ(8,5)
INTEGER ALPHA,AJP,BJP,AJM,BJM
DIMENSION ML1(8),NML(8),NN(10)
COMMON / DAT2 / DX,Z
COMMON / DAT3 / EX,EZ
COMMON / DAT4 / AX,AZ
COMMON / DAT5 / K,0
COMMON / DAT6 / AB
COMMON / DAT21 / EAK,VKT
COMMON / DAT22 / II
COMMON / DAT23 / IIIK,IIID
CALL EAKVKT(IL,ML1,NN)
CALL IIIKD(IL,Mil,NN)

C>>>> COEFS OF A(L,2,ALPHA) AND B(L,2,ALPHA)
C>>> COEFS OF A(ID,2,ID),A(IK,2,IK), AND B(IK,2,IK)

DO 1,I=1,MIJ
DO 2,J=1,MIJ
IF(I.EQ.J) GO TO 100
AB(I,J)=0.0
GO TO 2

100 AB(I,J)=1.0
2 CONTINUE
1 CONTINUE

C<<<
C>>> COEFS OF A(IK,2,IK -1) AND B(ID,2,ID+1)

DO 3,L=2,IL
DO 4,ALPHA=1,NN(L)
ID=(NML(L)-1)+2ALPHA-1
IK=ID+1
IDP1=ID+1

IKM1=IK -1

AB(IK,IKM1)=1.0
AB(ID,IDP1)=EXP(2.0*K(L,2,ALPHA)DX(L))

4 CONTINUE
3 CONTINUE

C<<<

C<<<<
C>>>> COEFS OF AB(I,J), WHATEVER ELSE
C>>> FOR L=1, COEFS OF A(L+1,2,N) AND B(L+1,2,N)

L=1
M=2
DO 5,ALPHA=1,NN(L)
IK=ALPHA
DO 6,N=1,NN(L+1)
AJP=(NML(L+1) -1)+20N -1

BJP=AJP+1
CALL YKPPM(WD,L,M,N,ALPHA,ML1,YKPP,YKPM)
AB(IK,AJP)=-1.0/IIIK(L,ALPHA)YKPM
AB(IK,BJP)=1.0/IIIK(L,ALPHA)*YKPP

6 CONTINUE
5 CONTINUE
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C<<<
C>>> FOR L >=2

DO 7,L=2,IL
ML1L=ML1(L)
ML1LM=ML1(L-1)
DO 8,ALPHA=1,NN(L)

ID=(NML(L)-1)+2*ALPHA-1
IK=ID+1

IIIDL=IIID(L,ALPHA)
IIIKL=IIIK(L,ALPHA)

C>> COEFS OF A(L-1,2,N) AND B(L-1,2,N)
DO 9,N=1,NN(L-1)
IF(L.EQ.2) GO TO 101
AJM=(NML(L-1)-1)+2*N-1
BJM=AJM+1
GO TO 102

101 AJM=N
102 ABKA=0.0

ABKB=0.0
ABDA=0.0
ABDB=0.0
DO 10,M=2,ML1LM

CALL YKDMPM(WD,L,M,N,ALPHA,ML1,YKMP,YKMM,YDMP,YDMM)
ABKA=ABKA+YKMP
ABKB=ABKB+YKMM
ABDA=ABDA+YDMP
ABDB=ABDB+YDMM

10 CONTINUE

IF(L.EQ.2) GO TO 103

AB(ID,AJM)=-1.0/IIIDL*ABDA
AB(ID,BJM)=-1.0/IIIDL*ABDB
AB(IK,AJM)=0.5/IIIKL*ABKA
AB(IK,BJM)=-0.5/IIIKL*ABKB
GO TO 9

103 AB(ID,AJM)=-1.0/IIIDL*ABDA
AB(IK,AJM)=0.5/IIIKL*ABKA
IF(N.GT.1) GO TO 9

CCD(ALPHA)=1.0/IIIDL*ABDB
CCK(ALPHA)=0.5/IIIKL*ABKB

9 CONTINUE
C<<
C>> COEFS OF A(L+1,2,N) AND B(L+1,2,N)

IF(L.EQ.IL) GO TO 8
DO 11,N=1,NN(L+1)

AJP=(NML(L+1)-1)+2*N-1
BJP=AJP+1
ABKA=0.0
ABKB=0.0
DO 12,M=2,ML1L

CALL YKPPM(WD,L,M,N,ALPHA,ML1,YKPP,YKPM)
EZXII= EZ(L,M) /EX(L,M) /II(L,M,ALPHA)

ABKA=ABKA+EZKII*YKPM
ABKB=ABKB+EZKII*YKPP
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12 CONTINUE
AB(IK,AJP)=-0.5/IIIKLABKA
AB(IK,BJP)=0.5/IIIKLABKB

C<<
11 CONTINUE
8 CONTINUE
7 CONTINUE

C<<<

C<<<<
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE EAKVKT(...)
This subroutine computes EAK(L,M,N) and VKT(L,M,N).

SUBROUTINE EAKVKT(IL,ML1,NN)
COMPLEX16 K(8,5,10),AX(8,5),AZ(8,5),EAK(8,5,10),VKT(8,5,10)

,CDTANH,Q(8,5,10)
REAL8 DX(8),Z(8,5),EX(8,5),EZ(8,5)
DIMENSION ML1(8),NN(10)
COMMON / DAT2 / DX,Z
COMMON / DAT3 / EX,EZ
COMMON / DAT4 / AX,AZ
COMMON / DAT5 / K,0
COMMON / DAT21 / EAK,VKT
DO 1, L=1,IL
ML1L=ML1(L)
DO 2,M=2,ML1L
DO 3,N=1,NN(L)
VKT(L,M,N)=K(L,M,N)/K(L,2,N)CDTANH(K(L,M,N)DX(L))
EAK(L,M,N)=EX(L,M)*AX(L,M)**2*K(L,M,N)

3 CONTINUE
2 CONTINUE
1 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE IILMN(...)
This subroutine computes II(L,M,N).

SUBROUTINE IILMN(IL,ML1,NN)
COMPLEX*16 II(8,5,10),K(8,5,10),0(8,5,10),AX(8,5),AZ(8,5),DZZ,CI
REAL*8 DX(8),Z(8,5)
DIMENSION ML1(8),NN(10)
COMMON / DAT2 / DX,Z
COMMON / DAT4 / AX,AZ
COMMON / DAT5 / K,0

COMMON / DAT22 / II

CI=CMPLX(0.0,1.0)
DO 1,L=1,IL
DO 2,N=1,NN(L)
II(L,2,N)=1.0

2 CONTINUE
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1 CONTINUE
DO 3,L=1,IL
ML1L=ML1(L)
IF(ML1L.EQ.2) GO TO 3
DO 4,M=3,ML1L

DZZ=(Z(L,M-1)-Z(L,M))AX(L,M)/AZ(L,M)
DO 5,N=1,NN(L)
DZZ=DZZK(L,M,N)
II(L,M,N)=II(L,M-1,N) (COS(DZZ)+CI*0(L,M,N)SIN(DZZ))

5 CONTINUE
4 CONTINUE
3 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE IIIKD(...)

This subroutine complements the SUBROUTINE ABIJK(...)
to calculate the coefficient matrix AB(I,J).

SUBROUTINE IIIKD(IL,ML1,NN)
COMPLEX16 K(8,5,10),0(8,5,10),AX(8,5),AZ(8,5),II(8,5,10)

,IIIK(10,10),IIID(10,10),IIIKDS,KAXZ,00,KDX,ZZ
,CDSINH

REAL*8 DX(8),Z(8,5),EX(8,5),EZ(8,5),Z1Z
DIMENSION ML1(8),NN(10)
COMMON / DAT2 / DX,Z
COMMON / DAT3 / EX,EZ
COMMON / DAT4 / AX,AZ
COMMON / DAT5 / K,0
COMMON / DAT22 / II
COMMON / DAT23 / IIIK,IIID
DO 1,L=1,IL
ML1L=ML1(L)
DO 2,N=1,NN(L)
IIIKDS=0.0
DO 3,M=2,ML1L
KAXZ=K(L,M,N)/AZ(L,M)AX(L,M)
Z1Z=Z(L,M-1)-Z(L,M)
QQ= Q(L,M,N)

IIIKDS= IIIKDS+ EZ( L, M)/ EX( L, M) /II(L,M,N) * *2*ZZ(KAXZ,ZIZ,QQ)
3 CONTINUE

IF(L.GT.1) GO TO 4
IIIK(L,N)=IIIKDS
GO TO 2

4 KDX=K(L,2,N)*DX(L)

IIIK(L,N)=IIIKDSCDSINR(KDX)
IIID(L,N)=IIIKDSEXP(-1.0KDX)

2 CONTINUE
I CONTINUE

RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE YKPPM(...)
This subroutine determines YKP(+) and YKP(-). *

SUBROUTINE YKPPM(WD,L,M,N,ALPHA,ML1,YKPP,YKPM)
COMPLEX 46 YKPP,YKPM,K(8,5,10),Q(8,5,10),AX(8,5),AZ(8,5)

,II(8,5,10),EAK(8,5,10),VKT(8,5,10),K1,K2,01,Q2
,YKP,CDTANH,ZZLA,CDS,CDSINH

REAL*8 DX(8),Z(8,5),WD,Z1,Z2,Z21
INTEGER ALPHA
DIMENSION ML1(8)
COMMON / DAT2 / DX,Z
COMMON / DAT4 / AX,AZ
COMMON / DAT5 / K,0
COMMON / DAT21 / EAK,VKT
COMMON / DAT22 / II
L1=L+1

CDS=CDSINH(K(L1,2,N)*DX(L1))
K1=K(L1,M,N)/AZ(L1,M)*AX(L1,M)
Z1=WD-Z(L1,M)

01=Q(L1,M,N)

K2=K(L,M,ALPHA)/AZ(L,M)*AX(L,M)
Z2=WD-Z(L,M)
Z21=WD-Z(L,M-1)
Q2= Q(L,M,ALPHA)

YKP=EAK(L1,M,N)/EAK(L,2,ALPHA)ZZLA(K1,K2,Z1,Z2,Z21,01,02)
& /II(L1,M,N)/CDTANH(K(L1,M,N)DX(L1))CDS
YKPP=(1.0+VKT(L1,M,N))*YKP
YKPM=(1.0-VKT(L1,M.N))*Y10
IF(M.EQ.ML1(L1)) GO TO 1
K1=K2
Z1=Z2
01=Q2
M1=M+1

K2=K(L1,M1,N)/AZ(L1,M1)*AX(L1,M1)
Z2=WD-Z(L1,M1)
Z21=wD-Z(L1,M)
Q2=0(L1,M1,N)

YKP=EAK(L1,M1,N)/EAK(L,2,ALPHA)*ZZLA(K1,K2,Z1,Z2,Z21,Q1,02)
& /II(L1,M1,N)/CDTANH(K(L1,M1,N)*DX(L1))*CDS
YKPP=YKPP+(1.0+VKT(L1,M1,N))*YKP
YKPM=YKPM+(1.0-VKT(L1,M1,N))*YKP

1 RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE YKDMPM(...)
This subroutine determines YKM(+), YKM(-), YDM(+), and *

YDM(-).

SUBROUTINE YKDMPM(WD,L,M,N,ALPHA,ML1,YKMP,YKMM,YDMP,YDMM)
COMPLEX16 YKMP,YKMM,YDMP,YDMM,K(8,5,10),0(8,5,10),AX(8,5)

,AZ(8,5),II(8,5,10),EAK(8,5,10),VKT(8,5,10),K1,K2

,G1,02,CCC,YKM,YDM,CDT,CDS,CDTANH,CDSINH,ZZLA
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REAL*8 DX(8),Z(8,5),WD,Z1,Z2,Z21,EX(8,5),EZ(8,5)
INTEGER ALPHA
DIMENSION ML1(8)
COMMON / DAT2 / DX,Z
COMMON / DAT3 / EX,EZ
COMMON / DAT4 / AX,AZ
COMMON / DAT5 / K,0
COMMON / DAT21 / EAK,VKT
COMMON / DAT22 / II
L1=L-1
K1=K(L,M,ALPHA)/AZ(L,M)*AX(L,M)
Z1=WD-Z(L,M)

01=0(L,M,ALPHA)
K2=K(L1,M,N)/AZ(L1,M)*AX(L1,M)
Z2=WD-Z(L1,M)
Z21=WD-Z(L1,M-1)
02=0(L1,M,N)
CCC=EZ(L,M)/EX(L,M)*ZZLA(K1,K2,Z1,Z2,Z21,01,02)/II(L,M,ALPHA)

IF(M.EQ.ML1(L)) GO TO 1
M1=M+1
K1=K2
Z1=Z2
01=02
K2=K(L,M1,ALPHA)/AZ(L,M1)*AX(L,M1)
Z2=WD-Z(L,M1)
Z21=WD-Z(L,M)

Q2=0(L,M1,ALPHA)
CCC=CCC+EZ(L,M1)/EX(L,M1)*ZZLA(K1,K2,Z1,Z2,Z21,01,02)

& /II(L,M1,ALPHA)
1 I

SUBROUTINE MATRIXC(N,D)

SUBROUTINE MATRIXC(...)
* This subroutine solves a matrix equation by a
* method modified from Gaussian elimination method.*

COMPLEX*16 X(120),B(120),A(120,120),D,C(120),BB,XX
DIMENSION IP(120)
COMMON / DAT6 / A
COMMON / DAT61 / B,X
COMMON / DAT62 / IP
CALL FACTOR(N,D)

IF(ABS(D).E0.0.0) GO TO 999
DO 1,I=1,N
C(I)=B(I)

1 CONTINUE
DO 2,I=1,N
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IC=IP(I)

B(I)=C(IC)
2 CONTINUE
B(1)=B(1)/A(1,1)
DO 3,I=2,N
BB=B(I)

I1=I-1
DO 4,K=1,I1
BB=BB-A(I,K)*B(K)

4 CONTINUE
B(I)=BB/A(I,I)

3 CONTINUE
X(N)=B(N)
N1=N-1
DO 5,I=N1,1,-1
XX=B(I)
II1=I+1
DO 6,K=II1,N
XX=XX-A(I,K)*X(K)

6 CONTINUE
X(I)=XX

5 CONTINUE
999 RETURN

END

SUBROUTINE FACTOR(N,D)
REAL*8 DI,DTEST
COMPLEX*16 A(120,120),D,L,U
DIMENSION IP(120)
COMMON / DAT6 / A
COMMON / DAT62 / IP
DTEST=1.0E-10
DO 1,I=1,N
IP(I)=I

1 CONTINUE
DI=1.0
II=1

CALL PIVOT(II,N,DI)

IF(ABS(A(II,II)).LE.DTEST) GO TO 999
II1=II+1
DO 2,J=II1,N
A(II,J)=A(II,J)/A(II,II)

2 CONTINUE
11=2

102 DO 3,I=II,N
L=A(I,II)
IIM1=II-1
DO 4,K=1,IIM1

L=L-A(I,K)*A(K,II)
4 CONTINUE

A(I,II)=L
3 CONTINUE
IF(II.EQ.N) GO TO 101
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SUBROUTINE UW(H,L,M,NN)

SUBROUTINE UW(...)

This subroutine calculates the absolute values of
U(x,z), W(x,z), U-2(x,z), W-2(x,z), U-3(x,z), and
W-3(x,z) at the given grid points.

REAL8 X(8),DX(8),Z(8,5),XV(5),ZV(13),UA,WA
,UA1(5,13),WA1(5,13),UA2(5,13),WA2(5,13)
,UA3(5,13),WA3(5,13),H,DXV,DZV,XVX,ZVHZ

DIMENSION MML(8),NNLM(8,5),NN(10)
COMMON / DAT1 / X
COMMON / DAT2 / DX,Z
COMMON / DAT10 / MML,NNLM
COMMON / DAT11 / UA1,WA1,UA2,WA2,UA3,WA3
DXV=2.0*DX(L)/MML(L)
M1=M-1

DZV=(Z(L,M1)-Z(L,M))/NNLM(L,M)
MMLL1=MML(L)+1
NNLMLM1=NNLM(L,M)+1
XV(1)=X(L)-DX(L)
DO 1,I=2,MMLL1
XV(I)=XV(1)+DXV*(I -1)

1 CONTINUE

ZV(1)=-1.0H+Z(L,M)
DO 2,J=2,NNLMLM1
ZV(J)=ZV(1)+DZV*(J -1)

2 CONTINUE
DO 3,I=1,MMLL1
XVX=XV(I)-X(L)
DO 4,J=1,NNLMLM1

ZVHZ=ZV(J)+H-Z(L,M)
CALL UWXZ(L,M,NN,XVX,ZVHZ,UA,WA)
UA1(1,J)=UA
WAl(I,J)=WA
UA2(I,J)=UA1(I,J)2
WA2(I,J)=WA1(I,J)2
UA3(I,J)=UA1(I,J)*UA2(I,J)
WA3(I,J)=WA1(I,J)WA2(I,J)

4 CONTINUE
3 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE UWXZ(L,M,NN,XVX,ZVHZ,UA,WA)

SUBROUTINE UWXZ(...)

This subroutine calculates the absolute value of
U(x,z) and W(x,z) at the given position (x,z).
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XVX=x-X(L)
ZVHZ=z+h-Z(L,M)

COMPLEX16 CI,AX(8,5),AZ(8,5),K(8,5,10),Q(8,5,10),A(8,5,10)
,B(8,5,10),USUM,WSUM,KAX,KADX,EXPP,EXPM,AKX,BKX
,XLMN,XPLMN,KAZ,RLMNZ,CDSR,SINR,ZZLMN,ZPLMN

REAL8 XVX,ZVHZ,UA,WA
DIMENSION NN(10)
COMMON / DAT4 / AX,AZ
COMMON / DAT5 / K.0
COMMON / DAT7 A,B
CI=CMPLX(0.0,1.0)
USUM=0.0
WSUM=0.0
DO 5,N=1,NN(L)
KAX=K(L,M,N)
KADX=KAXXVX
EXPP=EXP(KADX)
EXPM=EXP(-1.0KADX)
AKX=A(L,M,N)EXPP
BKX=B(L,M,N)EXPM
XLMN=AKX+BKX
XPLMN=KAX(AKX-BKX)
KAZ=K(L,M,N)/AZ(L,M)AX(L,M)
RLMNZ=KAZZVHZ
CDSR=COS(RLMNZ)
SINR=SIN(RLMNZ)

ZZLMN=CDSR+CI0(L,M,N)SINR
ZPLMN=KAZ(-1.0SINR+CIQ(L,M,N)CDSR)
USUM=USUM+XPLMNZZLMN
WSUM=WSUM+XLMNZPLMN

5 CONTINUE

UA=ABS(USUMAX(L,M)2)
WA=ABS(WSUMAZ(L,M)2)
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE PPD(WD,P11,IL,NNN,m11)

SUBROUTINE PPD(...)
This subroutine calculates the relative amplitude
of dynamic pressure at the given grid points.

REAL8 X(8),DX(8),Z(8,5),XP(5),ZP(13),XPX,ZPZ,PDLM
,P(8,5,13),DXP,DZP,P11,WD

DIMENSION MML(8),NNLM(8,5),NNN(10)
COMMON / DAT1 / X
COMMON / DAT2 / DX,Z
COMMON / DAT10 / MML,NNLM
COMMON / DAT13 / P
DO 1,L=2,IL
M=3
M1=M-1
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DXP=2.0DX(L)/MML(L)
DZP=(Z(L,M1)-Z(L,M))/NNLM(L,M)
MMLL1=MML(L)+1
NNLMLM1=NNLM(L,M)+1
XP(1)=X(L)-DX(L)
DO 2,I=2,MMLL1
XP(I)=XP(1)+DXP*(I-1)

2 CONTINUE
ZP(1)=-1.0WD+Z(L,M)
DO 3,J=2,NNLMLM1
ZP(J)=ZP(1)+DZP*(J-1)

3 CONTINUE
DO 4,I=1,MMLL1
XPX=XP(I)-X(L)
DO 5,J=1,NNLMLM1
ZPZ=ZP(J)+WD-Z(L,M)
CALL PD(L,M,NNN,XPX,ZPZ,PDLM)
P(L,I,J)=PDLM/P11

5 CONTINUE
4 CONTINUE
1 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE PD(L,M,NN,PX,PZ,PDLM)

This subroutine calculates the dynamic pressure at *
* (x,z): PLM(x,z)
* PX=x-X(L)
PZ=z+b-Z(L,M)

COMPLEX16 CI,AX(8,5),AZ(8,5),K(8,5,10),0(8,5,10)
,A(8,5,10),B(8,5,10),PPP,KX,KZ

REAL8 PX,PZ,PDLM
DIMENSION NN(10)
COMMON / DAT4 / AX,AZ
COMMON / DAT5 / K,Q
COMMON / DAT7 / A,B
CI=CMPLX(0.0,1.0)
PPP=0.0
DO 1,N=1,NN(L)
KX=K(L,M,N)PX
KZ=K(L,M,N)/(AZ(L,M)/AX(L,M))PZ
PPP=PPP+(A(L,M,N)EXP(KX)+B(L,M,N)*EXP(-1.0*KX))
&(COS(KZ)+CIO(L,M,N)*SIN(KZ))

1 CONTINUE
PDLM=ABS(PPP)
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE SITR(HX,HY,MM,NN,F,SI)

SUBROUTINE SITR(...)
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* *
This subroutine numerically calculates a surface
integration by Trapezoidal Rule.

REAL*8 F(5,13),SI
,HX,HY,HXY

HXY=HX*HY
NN1=NN+1
MM1=MM+1

SI=0.25*HXY*(F(1,1)+F(1,NN1)+F(MM1,1)+F(MM1,NN1))
DO 1,M=2,MM

SI=SI+0.5*HXY*(F(M,1)+F(M,NN1))
1 CONTINUE
DO 2,N=2,NN

SI=SI+0.5*HXY*(F(1,N)+F(MM1,N))
2 CONTINUE
DO 3,M=2,MM
DO 4,N=2,NN
SI=SI+HXY*F(M,N)

4 CONTINUE
3 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

FUNCTION ZZLA(...)

The function is defined as < ZLMN(z)*ZPOR(z) > for L is *
not equal to P.

* *
K1=K(L,M,N)/(AZ(L,M)/AX(L,M))
Z1=h-Z(L,M)
01=Q(L,M,N)
K2=K(P,Q,R)/(AZ(P,Q)/AX(P,Q))
Z2=h-Z(P,Q)
Z21= h- Z(P,Q -1)

02=0(P,Q,R)

FUNCTION ZZLA(K1,K2,Z1,Z2,Z21,Q1,Q2)
COMPLEX*16 K1,K2,01,02,THM,THP,DTHM,DTHP,ATHM,ATHP,DZ,ZZLA

,CI

REAL*8 Z1,Z2,Z21,ZM,ZP,SMALL
CI=CMPLX(0.0,1.0)
SMALL=1.0E-5
ZM=Z1-Z21

ZP=(Z1+Z21)/2.0
THM=K1-K2
THP=Kl+K2

DTHM=Z1*K1-Z2*K2
DTHP=Z1*K1 +Z2*K2

DZ=(Z2-Z21)*K2
IF(ABS(THM).LE.SMALL) GO TO 1
IF(ABS(THP).LE.SMALL) GO TO 2
ATHM=DTHM-ZP*THM
ATHP=DTHP-ZP*THP
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ZZLA=1.0/THP*SIN(Z14/2.0*THP)*((1.0+01*02)*COS(ATHP)
+CI*(01+02)*SIN(ATHP))

& +1.0/THM*SIN(ZM/2.0*THM)*((1.0-01*02)*COS(ATHM)
+CI*(01-02)*SIN(ATHM))

GO TO 3
1 ZZLA=1.0/THP*SIN(ZM/2.0*THP)*((1.0+01*02)*COS(DZ)

+CI*(01+02)*SIN(DZ))
& +0.5*((1.0-01*02)*COS(DTHM)+CI*(01-02)*SIN(DTHM))*ZM
GO TO 3

2 ZZLA=1.0/THM*SIN(ZM/2.0*THM)*((1.0-01*02)*COS(DZ)
-CI*(01-02)*SIN(DZ))

& +0.5*((1.0+01*02)*COS(DTHP)+CI*(01+02)*SIN(DTHP))*ZM
3 RETURN

END

FUNCTION ZZ(...)
The function is defined as < ZLMN(z)*ZPOR(z) > for L=P, *

M=0, and N=R.
* *

KAXZ=K(L,M,N)/(AZ(L,M)/AX(L,M))
Z1Z=Z(L,M-1)-Z(L,M)

FUNCTION ZZ(KAXZ,Z1Z,Q)
COMPLEX*16 KAXZ,Q,KZ,ZZ,CI
REAL*8 Z1Z
CI=CMPLX(0.0,1.0)
KZ=KAXZ*Z1Z

ZZ=0.5/KAXZ*SIN(KZ)*((1.0+0**2)*COS(KZ)+2.0*CI*0*SIN(KZ))
& +Z1Z/2.0*(1.0-0**2)
RETURN
END

FUNCTION CDSINH(X)
COMPLEX*16 CI,CDSINH,X
CI=CMPLX(0.0,1.0)
CDSINH=SIN(CI*X)/CI
RETURN
END

FUNCTION CDTANH(X)
COMPLEX*16 CI,CDTANH,X
CI=CMPLX(0.0,1.0)
CDTANH=SIN(CI*X)/COS(CI*X)/CI
RETURN
END



SUBROUTINE FIL(IL,ML1,NN,NNN)

SUBROUTINE FIL(...)

This subroutine excludes the waves that are amplifying *

while they are propagating.

COMPLEX*16 K(8,5,10),0(8,5,10)
REAL*8 KRKI

DIMENSION NT(10),NNN(10),ML1(8)
COMMON / DAT5 / K,0
NNN(1)=NN
DO 1,L=2,IL
DO 2,N=1,NN
NT(N)=N

2 CONTINUE

ML1L=ML1(L)
DO 3,M=2,ML1L
J=1

DO 4,N=1,NN
IF(NT(N).EQ.N) GO TO 101
GO TO 4

101 KRKI=DREAL(K(L,M,N))*DIMAG(K(L,M,N))
IF(KRKI.GT.0.0) GO TO 102
NTN=J
J=J+1
GO TO 4

102 NT(N)=NN+1
4 CONTINUE
3 CONTINUE
NNN(L)=NTN
DO 5,M=2,ML1L
J=1

DO 6,N=1,NN
IF(NT(N).EQ.NN+1) GO TO 6
K(L,M,J)= K(L,M,NT(N))

Q(L,M,J)=Q(L,M,NT(N))
J=J+1

6 CONTINUE
5 CONTINUE
1 CONTINUE
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